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P R- E A M B U E
Prom the work described in the first part of this thesis the con- 
elusion can be drawn that nicotinic acid enters alike the sensory and 
motor fibres in the nerve trunic of a crab leg, and that the gradient of 
radioactivity seen in the nerve after labelled doses of HA oan be ex­
plained by a consideration of tho anatomy of the nervous system in the 
lego Vdien the work was commenoed there was in hand Tsn der Klooths 
report (i960) that HA had a, connection xrith the motor transmitter sub­
stance in Crustacea to put the work into a larger context. But as it 
turned out, this context was destroyed by the conclusion that the link 
between HA and the transmitter does not exist, which, although a negative 
result, is none the less valuable for that.
The second part, which was triggered off by ideas rooted in the HA 
work, has borne more fruit in the form of positive results. The low 
permeability of the sheath around the CarcinuB motor axons to 8, small 
concentration range is most curious : that it is a genuine result is
certain from the consistency with which it appeared, What it means is 
less clear, but it has been suggested that it represents a safety 
mechanism of advantage to this particular species. Since this work was 
completed, a beautiful report has appeared by Hicholls and Huffier (1964)
of their work on the permeability of the sheath around the neurons of 
the leech central nervous system, They suggest that the sheath does not 
act in this preparation in an active fashion since neither cooling the 
preparation to 1«4^G nor removal of most of the glia had any effect on 
tho rate or size of the effect caused hy changing the external potàssiim 
or sodium. Unfortunately in all their e:cperiments one layer around the 
neurons - the endothelial layer outside the connective tissue capsule, - 
was damaged, and they do not exclude the possibility that ions are 
leaking to and from tho fibres through the damaged areas. With reference 
to the crustacean preparation again; what would be of interest now would 
be knowledge of the structure and function of nerve sheaths in other 
types related to Oaroinus. For example, do those animals which regulate 
their blood composition more carefully have such an anatomically and 
physiologically complex sheath?
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Aoetylohollne as a- orustacean transmitter
Of recent years there has been an increasing avalanche on the 
problems of chemical transmission at the junction between nerves and 
the end «-organ, be it muscle, endocrine tissue or nerve. But most of 
the work, not surprisingly, ever since the idea of chemical trans­
mission was first adumbrated in 19%3 by Loewi, has been on vertebrates $ 
and» more especially, on mammals, as a result of tdiich there is now 
good evidence for the identification of at least two of the neurotrans­
mitters in vertebrates,
In this field, the investigation of invertebrates has lagged far 
behind, if only because it has not the immediate medical value that 
accompanies work on those animals more nearly related to man. Not a 
single compound has yet been identified as a transmitter substance in 
any of the invertebrate phyla. Acetylcholine (ACh), almost certainly 
the link between the somatic motor nerves and the skeletal muscle in 
vertebrates, is almost certainly présent in Orustaoea, and this has 
led many to infer for it transmitter function in these species, Its 
presence has never actually been shown by the standard chemical and 
chromatographic tests, but rather deduced from the presence of 
cholinesterase, in which the crustacean nerve is unusually rich; the 
level in the cerebral ganglia is about the same as that in the brain 
of Nona esGulenta, but is about five times greater than this in the
3abdominal ganglion (Walop and Boot, 1950)# Omatsnoan nerve is known 
to be able to eynthesige AOh (Easton, 1950); Walop has oonfirmed this 
for Garoinns maenas (1950). Florey and Biederman (196O) claim that 
ACh present in the peripheral nervous system of Cancer, but only in 
the sensory fibres. They only use bioassay methods to establish this.
Of course, it is still possible to argue that the nerves really contain - 
a closely related choline ester, but it seems unlikely.
There is no evidence to suggest that in the Crustacea; unlike the 
vertebrates» ACh is a transmitter substanoe. Attempts have been made 
to put AOh on the motor nerve endings, but, even when allowance is made 
for the difficulties of getting the substance actually to the site of 
the ending; no unequivocably positive results have been obtained*
Florey (1954) reported success in causing a contraction with an AOh 
injection into crustacean muscle, but Wiersma (I96I) criticises this on 
the grounds that evidence was lacking that the nerve itself was not 
stimulated by the concentration of AOh used, Florey and Biedenmn (I96O) 
find no AOh in motor fibres- and categorically deny that it is the 
neuromuscular junction transmitter.
AOh has often been seen to have a stimulant effect on the crustacean 
heart, however, although just f^here it ex^ ts is not clear. There is some 
evidence to suggest that AOh has some role in controlling the activity 
of the abdominal ganglion in the crayfish and cockroach (Twarog and 
Boeder, 1957) snd also as a possible transmitter between the longitudi** 
nal giant fibres and motor neurons to the abdominal flexor muscles in
the crayfish (Welsh, I96I), hut in neither case is the evidence very 
convincing, Furshpan and Potter (1959) think that these synopses may 
not use chemical transmission at all.
Thus the field is open for ideas about the nature of the motor 
transmitter in Crustacea. The vertebrate transmitter ACh is ruled out, 
and adrenaline and noradrenaline, which have not yet been shown to be 
present naturally in Crustacea, have only a slight effect on the neuro­
muscular junction, if any (Wiersma, I96I). Likewise 5'“hydroxytrypanrine 
has little or no effect on these junctions. The latest idea, which is 
well founded, is that L-glutamate, or a substance closely related to it, 
may be the motor transmitter. Robbins (1959) and Van Harreveld and 
Mendel son (1959) found that glutamate applied to crustacean muscle so 
closely mimicked nervous stimulation of the muscle that they suggested 
identity or close relation with the transmitter# Florey (1964) points 
out, however, that the glutamate concentration in the blood of these 
animals is 100 times above threshold for the action at neur omus cular 
junction, but that blood is not able to stimulate these junctions, and 
suggests that either there must be some * neutralising * agent in the 
blood as well, or that the glutamate must be present in an inert form. 
It may be that there is some equivalent of a 'blood-brain* barrier 
between the blood and the neur omus cular junction, and, of course, in 
large concentrations, like ACh at the vertebrate end-plate, L-glutamate 
has an inhibitory effect on the crustacean receptor (Takeuchi and 
Takeuchi, 1964). In the same place., these authors also show that the
areas on the musole Trrhioh are sensitive to oppliecL glutamate are e%- 
oeedingly looalieed, end correspond to the end-plate regions#
But the Takeu-ohis make only the cautious oonolusion that the 
receptors whioh respond to the L-glutamate are normal neuroreoeptors, 
for it is notoriously difficult to he certain about the identity of a 
transmitter substances to the critical it is indeed impossible# The 
way YT-aminohutyrio acid (UABA) climbed to fame as the inhibitory 
transmitter in Crustacea ^^fas inatched only by the way it sank again into 
disfavour, if not oblivion. The classical tests of Dale, even as ex­
panded by Florey (196O), for the testing of hypotheses relating to 
transmitters are not sufficient to be certain* The application of QIiBli 
to crustacean organs mimics the action of the inhibitory transmitter 
to such a degree that no difference may be detected between them* 
^Substance I supposed inhibitory transmittegÿ^ , as far as could 
ascertain»' said Florey in i960, 'a,cts in a manner identical with that 
of GABA'; and in the same place he says, !%t was surprising when 
Chapman and I discovered that there are only traces of CABA present in 
the peripheral nervous system of crustacean species from which we could 
extract potent Factor 1, ' A year later he published a paper on *Thc 
Non-identity of the Transmitter Substance of Crustacea Inhibitory 
Neurones and G-AIBA’ (196I).
Bhanmoologÿ of the orah heart
Another example of the way in which a compoimd was almost qertaioly 
identified, and then later dieoredited as a tranemitter, 1$ AOh in the 
orustaoean heart. ACh "vrae kno^ m^ to have an effect on the entire heart 
hut it wag not certain just T^ diere this action was taking place*
1Preparations of the heart included ganglion cells in the dorsal i^ mll jIand it oould he that the ACh was acting on these * on the junotion hetwee%K vji;
them and the nerves which supplied them; on the muscle directly or on 
the jvmction hetwen the nmsole and the ganglion cells* GaKffay (lp42) . Ï
in Limulus, and Florey (1963) in Eomarus diseeoted a»my the nervoua
parts and showed that the cardiac muscle was quite unaffected by A
In 1939, Weigh said that since
(i) AOh mimicked closely the aoceleratory transmitter,
(ii) this effect was blocked by atropine,
(iii) the effect was potentiated by eserine, and 
(iv) ACh occurred naturally in the system,
'the active principle in question is, with little doubt, acetylcholine 
The case for identifying it with the transmitter may have looked 
founded then, but it was clearly based on ideas inherited from verte- 
brate physiology, and even when Smith in 194? found that eserine and 
atropine, whatever they might do to the effect of applied AGh, did 
nothing to affect the normal beating of the heart, he did not doubt 
the proposal of Welsh* lot until 1954 did the Floreys follow this up
and conclude that AOh was not the transmitter* It was then widely 
thought that an adrenaline-like oompoimd might take its plaoe. The 
displaoement of AOh was oonypleted later when Florey showed that there 
was none to he found in the oardio-aooeleratory fihree, nor in the 
cardiac ganglion; nor was there moz'e than a trace of cholinesterase 
in the heart muscle or ganglion* The response of the heart to stimula­
tion through the normal nervous ohannols was not in az%r way affected by 
the previous application of ACh, nor was any ACh found in perfusates of 
the eserinised heart*
The crah heart responds to a number of other well-known pharmacolo­
gical agents* Alexandrowioz and Carlisle (1953) saw that adrenaline and 
noradrenaline, known to he transmitters in the vertebrates, increased 
the si2e and rate of the beat of Cancer heart, and Baylor (1942) notes 
the same for whole Daphnia* In Maia the former authors noted that 
tyramine slowed the heart and diminished the size of the beat in low 
concentrations, and that this irras followed by the reverse effect if the 
concentration was greater* Davenport (l94l) said that nicotine in con­
centrations of 1:20,000 increased the beat rate and size in Cancer, and 
that this effect was not quickly reversed when the heart was washed*
The effect of different ionic environments on the heart was inveatige,ted 
by Eogben in 1925 "Vfhen he described how low caloium around the heart, 
especially with low potassium as well, sent the heart into tetany,
Trjhilst excess calcium had the reverse effect* Increased potassium alone 
first excited and then depressed the heart*
9The more recent ideas of the nature of the transmitter siibstance 
in the oardiao ganglion start -vzith that of the Floreys in 1954, Tdio 
suggestecL that it might he 5'"hydro%ytryptamine# Carlisle (1956), 
however, w s  unable to find any evidence that ÿ-hydroxytryptaminé is 
present. He did find an ortho-clihydroxyinclole alkylamine, though, 
which is tentatively identified with g,6-dihydrozytryptomine*
Bomatic mmole
Few of the compounds which act on the crustacean heart act visibly 
on the somatic musculature: ACh, curare-like compounds and anti-
cholinesterases do not affect the muscle (Ellis et al», 1942) and
neither do nicotine nor GABA have any effect on muscle when added alone 
(Davenport, 1941; Van Harreveld and Mendelson, 1959)«
The effect of glutamate on crustacean muscle has been widely 
studied. Van Haireveld and Mendelson in 1959 reported that L-glutemate 
when put on to muscle caused it to contract with a slow tetany* This 
effect seems to be very specific, for glutamine was only l/?Oth as 
powerful in causing a contraction, and D«glutamate and aspartate were 
even less effective. After the addition of glutamate, the normal 
response to nervous stimulation is much reduced, though direct faradic 
stimulation of the muscle still has its usual effect. The response to 
applied glutamate oan be reduced by stimulation of the inhibitory 
fibres to the muscle, and the concentration of glutamate needed to elicit
a atandard oontraotion la much higher if it la first mixed with GABA# 
Robbins found that while oonoentrationa of IÇ^^ of glutamate exoite» 
higher levela block oontraotion. Loimr levels (lO"^) faoilitated
nervous stimulation of the nmsole.
iMtor 8
At a time when interest in GABA as the inhibitory transmitter was 
at its height» another compound was brought to the fore by Van der Hloet 
(i960) with his proposal that there might be some link betifeen the motor 
transmitter and a metabolite of nicotinic acid (NA). His ponolusions 
were based on several observations which formed the starting-point for 
this present work:
(i) A substance, which he proposed to call Factor 8, in 
extracts of crayfish and lobster nerve stimulated contraction 
of the closer muscle in 'low' concentrations* Moreover the 
resulting contractions were quick and transient as they 
would be if the extract truly contained the transmitter#
(ii) The same substance was also found in perfusates 
from stimulated, but not from unstimulated, claws#
(iii) Chemical tests and chromatography suggested that 
the compound and nicotinic acid were related*
dEe vas not able to Identify the oompound ihlly and therefore not 
able to eyntheeise #» #iioh means that one iKportant test, for its being (
the transmitter is missing. 80 too there is no infccWation about 4
■1hlooking the effect# But it is clear that the compound in question 'j
is present in nervous tissue in large amounts - a matter whidh proved , | 
embarrassing for supporters of the transmitter functions of both AOh 
in the heart» and GABA in the limbe * ‘d
Repeating some of the work of Van d(%r Kloot» I perfused stimulated
orab legs and looked for physiological activity in the effluent solution*
1 also injected crabs with labelled NA in an attempt to follow it in j
the orsb metabolism* Hints as to where it might go are fev indeed, for
herOÿ as in the case of transmitters, most of the work on M i has been J
done using vertebrates * Factor S could be separated from oracle ex*
tracts of crayfish and lobster which vere themselves physiologically ^
1active, by a method desoribed by Von Euler in 1948 for the isolation of
1catecholamines# Nevertheless, after paper ohromatogrophy of the |
separated active fraction it appeared from the spot tests performed |
that the compound was not a Gateoholamixie but an 1-substitutcd derivative 
of nicotinamide» and Van der H].oot, having searched the literature, X^-:
thinks that it might be identical with 'oateohol-4' discovered by |
Bstlund in 1954» The distribution studies of the two compounds do not 
overlap as they have so far been worked out, and whereas oatechol-4 i#T 
said to be present in several insects, and other phyla, Factor 8 is so 
far only listed as being present in 'crayfish, lobsters, the pizpa of
: .-v; ,v ' --- :— : "  : - r-,-,-,7 —  r „ , . T .  - . .■ - -■ -v' ■<. ' - ^
" - iv
Hyalophora oeoropia and In the brains of the rat and oow* #
It is clear from the story of AOh in orustaoean heart and GABA in 
ometaoean limbs that finding an effect when a ooiipoimd is applied to 
an organ is no guarantee that this is the compoi^d whioh normally 
effeote that operation, and it may xfell he thought that Van der Hloot's 
oonolnsion» though tentative, is a little premature# There are also 
certain gnerlee one would like to raise in oonnection ^ d.th the paper* 
for example» he goes out of hie way to say that although his extraotion 
technique has always been regarded as speoifio for catecholamines» there: 
is no reason to suppose that 3^ctor 8 is such a type* 33ut surely this 
is begging the question? If the extraction technique specific, that 
is good reason to suppose that Factor 8 is a qatecholaaAine* If he has 
other reasons for thinking the compound is something else, or that the 
ext]:^ aCtion is not specific, they are not presented in his paper. 
Ostlund, in the initial description of the extraction of cateohol-4, 
clearly believes it to be a catecholamine, for he says that the method 
of Von Euler is 'hi^ly specific'* The same words were used by Von 
Euler himself in 1948»
In some respects it has been difficult to repeat Van der Kloof s 
Wo%k* For e%a%)le, he does not indicate 'tdïat organs he used for ex- 
tr&oting Factor 8, or xfhether he used X'diole animals* In all the wo3^ 
reported in this thesis only limb nerves vrere extracted for analysis# 
Another example is his description of the spot tests he performed# 'To 
study the chemical nature of Factor 8, ' he says »  ^the spots on the
'____:__ï_____
:
13'  /
were tested with 33 different spray and dip tests, ' On3y 
the rGatsite of five are given# There is also a misprint in the- list of 
ohromatogram solventa he used; the last solvent In Table 1 of the 
paper Is listed ae containing 14)utyrio aoid, hut it should prohah3y 
read iso-hutyrlo aold,w^inBi'jua ^
A preliminary report of an investigation into 'Factor 8* has 
already appeared in print (Armson and Horridge, 1964).
The metaholism, of niootinio aoid
In not all animals is NA striotly a vitamin, for most of those 
investigated - inoluddng man - are able to synthesise it from the 
aminoaoid tryptophan (Krehl et al,, 1945: h^d' 1946; Hundley, 1954), 
oats being one exception (Da Silva et al# , 1952) and henoo it may well 
not he so among the Orustaoea either, The link with tryptophan was of 
inteig^ est heoausG of some of the results to he desorihed later* hut it 
is sufficient to note here that, as far as the literature goes, the 
link is one-way only: from tryptophan to DA. It would he mere guessing
to propose that orahs can pub this into reverse,
The normal detoxicating response of plants and animals to amino 
groups is méthylation, and this ooours espeoially readi3y on a hetero- = 
cyclic niLtrogen atom, Thus pyridine and quinoMc derivatives are 
Converted into quatemary ionio compounds in many higher animals, , '
1
I
Ia
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and probably In Insects (Bllinger 1947). N-metbyl pyidininm
hydroxide is loiown to oocnr naturally in crabs and other iWertebratée 
(8mi%, 1964}+ Williams (195?) says that beqanse the o#aqity for this 
reaction is limited, another route of detoxication/uhioh maybe impor-^  ^
tent is by conjugation with glycine (and presumably ornithine in birde) » 
and he cites the oaae of a large injected dose of #.*
N-methyl nicotinamide (ll) ie a characteristic excretory product 
of hi in animals* The enzyme for making thie (nicotinamide methyl 
transferase) is found only in the liver (Ellinger* 1948) and is quite 
specific for nicotinamide; it will not methylate the original acid# 
This» says Goodwin (1963), is trigonelline (N-methyl niootinio acid), 
is not found in animal tissues. But, of course, trigonelline ^  found 
in animal tissues; in vertebrates (Liusa and Bazbiroli, 1962» who found 
nicptin^ide methyl transferase in the eye)» in Crustacea (Aokermaim and 
List, 1957)» ond in the Anthozoa (Ackermann, 1953)» least# Proou- 
m%ly then there is some difference here between the biochemistry of th#- 
Ysrtèbratqq (on #iloh Goodv/in probably based his remark) and these 
invertebï^ates *
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.■}B^efore praoeedlng to the Argument it is neoessary to desoribe briefly4 )
■4the anatomy of the crab leg nerve, Dhlike vertebratee, in ijgd-oh the 
gênerai somatio afferent fibres have their cell bodies oentrally, the 4".<::'ÿ
cell bodies of the eeneoyy fibres in Ometaoea are located peripherally, /[- 
in or near the receptor organ* 3he motor fibres all have their cell '
bodies in #ie ONS, as in vertebrates, $he different types of fibre travol ;'^
. 4along the length of the leg together, thoi:!gh they may be in different yl
bimdlee within the nerve trnnk* In all the preliminary e%traotions 
desoribed here, therefore, when ^^ diole nerve* is need, the material con*"* 
taine sensory, inhibitory and motor fibree, of which aeiieory form by far
Î
:the g)?eateet nWber and volume.
If the bypotheeie ie aooepted that most of the chemioal intake into 
a neuron is through tbe soma rather than the azon membrane, and that 
metabolites travel along the length of the a%on from the oell body to 
the nerve endings, then one of the oonsequenoee of the different siting 
of the motor and sensory oell bodies is that if either takas up a oompoTihd;:; 
to a greater degree than the other, there will be a concentration gradient
II
. 1
- s v V ' " - .  .
set up along the length of the nerve in the liiib. If both talce up the ( 
compound equally, one would eocpeot to see at first high concentrations
;4at each end of the nerve near the respeotive cell bodies, and a low coA^
■ 'centration in the middle part of tlie nerve, and later equal concentrations 
throu^out, or a reversal of the initial picture,
.;rl
"3:
'3
18
If the motor transmitter substanoe is a metabolite of niootinio 
aold, then it is not imreaaonable to suppose that there :$%r be & spécial 
relationship betimen motor neurons and ihe ooBpound* Such a. relation-
ship could mean that the motor fibres would contain a greater amount of
and tW.s could bo deteoted in two ivayat
(i) by the ass^ of lîA and ite metabolites in the
different types of axon, or
(ii) by the presence of a oonoentration gradient of
33A along the length of the nerve ne desoribed above.
Moreover, Or transmitter might well exhibit physiological activity on 
other preparations than that on ir^ iioh it normally acts v such as the 
heart of the same animal.
AOoordingly, radioactive MA was injeoted into crabs and the dif­
ferent parts of the nervous system assayed after various intervals# 
g?he radioactive oompound extracted from the nerves was tested for 
physiologioal activity on the crab heart and oloser muscle.

Animals i
llie eOiCKTG cKTGdo, C%&i%)jji%L8 laewsKwaa, latui Blue lewnlBWBijigc cKpadb, IhDirbtonwa -3%
/#Dt(ber% MN&ire cdbiiajLiwscl jCirefali 1%h.6 seei (wod e^enwuLts :C]?oi& <38w3%i ]%Eyv-e Ibeeüi
]poo]Le& ;&8 iio E%)30:Lf^ io (idLfjrecceaoaeiB w%x%X3 d.@tK3<yte&. SKhuBgr ifecBG Icegpi; dkoL
. 'ebeafarkëwl seeMNG&te]? iindbjll labea idbegr ifeæe dL&;|eTGl;GH& liiito bSie lwad%KK)CH)%%l
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#ié dissection of cosons
9?h.e isolation of single eacons %fas oaonried ont essentially as dee- 
orlbed by Hod^cin in 1938# After ontting the tendons of the addnotor a
and ahdnotor musoles at their insertions, the meropodite-oarpogodite 
joint of the isolated leg was broken hy bending it gently bnt fl3;%ly %  
sideways, and the ontiole of the meropodite wonld then be phUed off 
qarefnlly to reveal the nerve trunk of the meropodite» She neive, A^iioh 
lies between the musoles, -vms rarely removed, although sometimes damage 
to it ooourred whilst the joint was being broken or the onticle pulled 
off. This manifested itself as a tetanic oontraotion of the leg mosoles ^
for a second or two, and snoh legs were generally of no use, for after -
this the nerve often oeased to oonduot along its whole length, and 
although the exposed portion might well still be viable, in the early 
stages of the dissection it is a great help to be able to identity the 
motor ^ons by stimulating the out end and watching the oontraotions of ^
the leg muscles,
After the leg had been claused in the dish (fig* la) any remaining 
muscle was out a\fay and the nerve trunk fully exposed, "dsualiy there, is '0 
at this stage one large and either one or two smaller bundles, one of :1
Which may be in close apposition to the blood vessel. The large one 4^
4invariably contains the fast and slow closer of the daotylopodite, ahd
if there aVe two other bundles, then one contains the opener and the
other the two benders of the carpopodite-propodite joint, usually, }S$
Otherwise they lie together in the same small bundle,
j
ublack 
' glass
Fig. la Crab leg clamped in dissecting dish. 
The electrode system shown in fig. 18 
fitted exactly into the area occupied by the 
black glass.
stretcher
opener closer
bender
Fig. lb The motor innervation pattern of the 
distal segments in the walking legs of the 
Brachyura (after Wiersma and Ripley, 1952),
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Single motor azone oonlcL be obtained by gently dividing the btmdle §
into two parts at the free (oentral) end, and then ptilllng the two parte
a%fay from each other with fine foroeps %Aloh had been ground down. !fhe 
nerve ifae divided into tirro roughly eg,nal halves, nsnally, but sometimes
' =wafter the motor æcon had been spotted it was snffioiently clear to be 4^
able to pnll it free of quite a large bundle. The appearance of a singly' 
motor axon is quite distinctive under refleoted light; there are trans^ -1Yesae msœkâïigs on it, not exactJ.y s tr ia tio n s *  W t ra th e r more diffuse S*
areas resembling an agglutinons precipitate, alternating with blear 
regions (fig. 1). This oontraets clearly with sensory bundles which have /j
more distinct markings on them, more oloeely resembling etriatione$ The ^
reason for either of theee markings is not know, ao far as Z am aifare)
I do not think the suggestion of Chapman (ip6^) that the striations in 
email bundles are due to (small fibres passing to and fro in 1he bundle 
is correct. H
Solutions
Axons could be diaseoted out in a seawater bath, where they %fould 
stoy alive for several hours at least, But sometimes, a ^ diole run of 
experiments would be done when no response at all could be elicited frbm ^ 
even the unsplit nerve. It seemed as if in these oases the bath contained 
some toxic substance, such as copper from the pipes bringing seawateÿ frc# :' 
the storage tanks, and artifidal seawater was then used as being more
Vi
Fig* 1 Photograph of a single motor axon seen 
under the dissecting micrscope* The patchy 
appearance described in the text was more pro­
nounced than this photograph would suggest.
reliable. The oompoimd aetion potential of a large bundle was monitored# 
and it %fas seen that tlie saline below \'ras best for keying the nerve 
alive. The oonstltuents were made up in, this to help get the
Calcium into solution, and because the oaloium and magnesium chlorides
are deliquesoent, they were first dissolved in water and then titrate^
with a chloride meter, and the appropriate amounts of the solutions a
Had Z3 # gms/litre
KOI 0*739 "
Hag80^ 0.M3 "
5.103 "
GaOlg 1.12% "
HaEOO 0.210 "
_  Of 0^ '
*{ Z* •The estimation of small amounts of C*' (a weak A emitter) was most
easily carried out by means of a liquid scintillation counter, but the %
use of this apparatus oarries with it certain limita,tionst The extraot yg
to be counted, for example, may be dissolved only in a solvent which is 4
fully miscible with the phosphor, and which does not oause an undue 
amount of quenching, that is reduce the efficiency of thb light emissio#. 
by the phosphor.
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The leg nerve to be assayed was diseected out, blotted to remove 
the superficial extracellular water, and weighed on an aluminium plan­
chette* It was then transferred to a glass tissue grinder with a volume 
of not more than 2 mis of acid alcohol (99 mis ethanol t 1 ml concen­
trated hydrochloric acid), and the empty planchette weighed* This 
solvent was found to be the best for the requirements by previous 
measurement, as is shown in the following table in which the results 'A
were obtained by extracting all the legs of a single orab on the same iiday, each in a different solvent* The counts differ of course because 4
(i) there is always a difference between each of the legs of any one /|
crab when they are extracted at the same time, even when the same solvent 
is used in each case (table 2) ; (ii) they affect the quenching of the 
phosphor to different degrees; and (ill) some of the solvents used 
extract the labelled compound better than others.
,'-ï14
Table J,
Acetone 0
Aeld alcohol 6%
1I
Alcohol 5 'g
Kther 0 ' 4
Seawater- 29 |
Sulphuric acid, OvXl 29 4
Trichloracetic acid, lOfe 36 f
Ho correction has been made for the effect of pH on the phosphor, 
although this is said to make a slight difference, This table only #
Indioates which is the beet solvent oonsiderliig all the above faotors,
and does not enable their several effects to be determined. Tims the 
reason why there is no detected radioactivity when acetone is used as 
a solvent could be either because it is a marked quencher (which in fact 
it is, according to Kerr et al*, 1957) and/or because it is not extrao- 
ting the radioactive fraction from the nerve, hater evidence points to 
a combination of both these factors* The aqueous solvents were immia- 
oibl© with the phosphor, and had to be used in small amounts so as to 
minimise the cloudiness which resulted from their mixing* This undoub­
tedly affected the efficiency of the counting. Likewise the miscible 
solventa could be used in greater quantities relative to the phosphor, 
but the increased aocuracy gained by this had to be off-set against the 
increased quenching they wotild thereby cause * Bther does not quench 
toluene phosphors, at least at a oonoentration of 20 gms in a litre of 
phosphor (Kerr et ai, , 1957) but presumal)ly it does not dissolve the 
radioactive compound either* This fits with the idea presented later 
that the oompound is a peptide.
The quenching which different solvents cause with the phosphor 
used in this work (toluene-PPO-HPO) has been measured by Kerr et al. for 
low concentrations of solvents in the phosphor, and in this work for 
higher concentrations. Although alcohol is not a very strong quencher 
according to them (20 gms per litre give a fall to 9 ¥^fo of the true count) 
measurements here suggest that the quenohing of the alcohol used in these, 
extractions',- where there is a concentration of 200 gms per litre, was as
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great m  75^ (fig, 2), but as all measurements were relative to a standard 
made up in the same amount of alcohol, it was only necessary to keep the 
proportions of alcohol to phosphor constant' and not measure exactly the . 
amount of quenching, nor odrreot for it *
The phosphor used in this work was based on the tolüene-PK) phosphor 
described by Francis et al, (1959) >• It \7as made up with gO mgs of 
2-( 1-naphthy 1 ) '«5-phenyloxasole (HPO) and 3 gms of 2 $ 5-"iiphenylox8,0ole 
(PPO) in a litre of toluene. The HPO has the effect of shifting the
emission spectrum of the PPO back towards the wavelength of the maximum
efficiency for light collection of the photomultiplier tpibe, since the 
use of toluene as a solvent moves the spectrum away from this peak 
towards a higher frequency.
When samples were estimated, 10 mis of phosphor were thoroughly 
mixed with 2 mis of the alcoholic extract and counted in a vanadium
bottle specially designed to fit the 33kco scintillation counter used,
and whitened on the outside to increase efficiency» On occasion, only 
5 mis of the phosphor were used, but this does reduce the count by a 
considerable amount, and in oases where the aotivity was low anyway, as 
high a count above background as possible was greatly needed.
The photomultiplier tube was calibrated so as to ensure the best 
distinction between background and source, and the voltages chosen for 
this, as seen from fig. 2, were 1X00 volts for the BHT and 5 volts for 
the discriminator bias. The source during these oalibrations and the 
standard in the assays was made by dissolving 0"! mis of the original 
solution (lOOja.0 in 5 mis of water) in 1»9 mis of ethanol.
vO -
m m O
 ^ Calibration of photomultiplier tubo with souroo (curves a b) an& background (curves o and d). The dis*^  orimlnator bias was 5v in curves a and o; l$v in b and d. Ordinate; counts per 100 sees; abscissa: 13HT (kv)#
Ordinate : phosphor4
' . Quenching effect of alcohol in toluene phosphor, ^ *tru6* count; abscissa; mis alcohol In 10 mis
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Assay of single axons
The method of counting using the sointillation counter uas of no 
use for the assay of the activity in single5 isolated axons as the amount 
of material mas far too small. Indeed5 with the general effioienoy of 
the method (a scintillation counter such as ouz's cannot he expected to 
do much 'better than 30% due to geometric factorsj etc*) and the quenoblng 
of the alcohol? in some cases the activity in a sample of whole nerve? 
weighing 0*3 mgs, could only just he measured ? and the amount of material 
in a single fibre is Diuch less than this4, ?or this reason? another 
method was used which depended on the fact that radioactive material 
will expose a photographic plate. The axons were dissected out as 
described? and gently pulled up a moist glass plate which partly dipped 
beneath the surf8.ee of the dissecting dish. Once laid out on this plate 
side by side? the plate was dried and as much as possible of the salt 
removed ■vd.thout disturbing the axons. The plate was then pressed against 
an Ilford ÏÏP3 photographic plate for 28 days by means of bulldog clips.
At the end of that time ? the photographic plate ? developed in ID Ig? 
showed conspicuous darkening where it had been in contact with an axon, 
though even after exposure of a month, it was never completely exposed 
by any one fibre, and thus there was a method of comparing the activity 
in different fibres & Because of the great difference in siae between 
motor and sensoxy fibres? the activity in motor fibres was compared with 
that in small bundles of only sensory fibres of the same diameter as the 
motor axons* In earlier experiments, bundles of 100 ;a or more? knom
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to contain motor fibres? were compared with bundles of the same eisjo 
known to be free of motor fibres,
Separation of the radioactive fraction by chromatography
liktracts of the nerve made up by grinding the leg nerve with alcohol 
as described above were spotted on to chromatography paper to separate 
the radioactive fraction* The following solvents were used for 
chromatography:-
t ,BuM tert .butanol : methanol 2 water 40 :$OslO
ethano 1 ; ammonia s water 180 s 10110
Buà n.butanol:acetic acidswater (upper phase) 120230«50
Blip Î1 .butano 1 s pyridine ? water 60 s 60 s 60
FDM t*Bu tert .butanol smethylethylketone 2 forjuic
ac id twater 40 330«15 *15
Ph phenol : water 80grna î 20
iso .butyric acid s ammonia, s water 661:329 s 10
All composition figures ? except where otherwise stated? are in volumes, 
The one which gave the best .separation of the other material from the 
radioactive spot was t*BuM. at room temperature* The radioactive spot 
was located by scanning the paper after development in the various 
solvents with a thin (2*2 mg cm""'") end-window geiger counter* The 
counter was enclosed in an aluminium cylinder? and the wmndow covered 
except for a small slit (0*1” x 1*0"), through which radiation could 
enter ? aligned with its long axis parallel to the solvent front on the 
paper beneath it. To start with a device was used to scan the paper 
consisting of a Itymograph around the drum of which the paper passed? the
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encX^ wiiidow ooimter? and a, rat erne ter which was used to drive a pen 
recorder, hut later the paper was counted hy holding the end-winjSow 
counter over discrete areas of the ps.per for periods of five minutes 
or longer? and merely taking the number of counts in that period* A 
plot of the counts thus obtained against the distance along the paper 
from the origin clearly showed where the aotivity lay (fig. 9)^
Autoradiograms of the papez's were made using Kodak * Royal Blue ^ 
and Ilford * Industrial G* film. The latter was not fast enough, and the 
former? kindly supplied and developed by the local hospital, still 
needed an exposure of u%) to six months for satisfactory results,
On developed chromatogram papers which were stained with ninhydrin, 
one of the series of blue and purple spots which appeared corresponded 
with the area of peak radioactivity, This correspondence was equally 
precise in four different solvent systems : t.BulI? Bt&m, BuA and BuP
and was a great help when a luting the papers.
Once the region of radioactivity had been found, the paper could be 
eluted by cutting the active region out and letting it hang from a piece 
of filter paper which dipped into a trough containing the solvent. The 
capillary action of the solvent between the two papers served to keep 
it in place. The choice of the eluting solvent depended on what the 
eluate was to be used for; if it wore to be put on to the heart or 
leg muscle preparations from the crab, the solvent was seawater or 
saline respectively, but for subsequent chemical work, it was more 
convenient to use distilled water or alcohol « That elution had been
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suGoeasful and effiolent could be cheolcod by counting and etalnlng the 
piece removed afterwEirde? and by etainlng too the reet of the chrome,to» 
gram especially around the area out a^ iay. It was in^ort^t to choose 
a solvent when developing the ohromatogram whioh oould be ocmqpletely 
removed from the paper. Pheuolio solvents, for example? are difficult 
to remove and would oei^tainly have an effect if inoluded in an eluate 
to be assayed on crab heart*
Perfusion of crab
To obtain any active fraction that there might be in working crab 
legs, isolated lege were perfused ifith the saline described on p. by 
p'ushing the out end of the meropodite into a piece of rubber tubing 
which fitted ti^tly over it * This was connected to a saline reservoir 
over whloh wae a constcpit pressure equivalent to four feet of ipjater*
The tip of the daotylopodite \fas o%it off, and the saline collected as 
it dripped from this end. The leg was stimulated for 0*^ seconds every 
second at a frequency of 50 "by means of a kymograph tlme-^marker 
connected to the leg through two platinum wire electrodes, and a 
potentiometer adjusted to give just suprathreshold shocks. In order to 
obtain as high a oonoentration as possible of any interesting substance, 
a small quantity of saline was passed through the limb more than once 
until the leg was fatigued by the stimulus* When this occurred, some-' 
times the saline was then passed through another limb*
' ' "  '
#  1 ft
@
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To tmt the elwte from ohrcmitogromsg and the porfuoato feom 1#^ j)
'Jfor physiologloal activity» W o  biologlpaJL proparatlom were used: the . 
orab heart and a oloaer muaolo proparatiouf
(a) The orab, heai*t ; A Ifgotiire was tied around oaoh of the
alary mmoles of the isolated heart of a apider orab » Syoa one '
I
serving to anchor the heart to the bottom of a 10 ml aerated epawter .1^ 
bath) and the other being attadgheâ to a kymograph lever* The dieeeotion
and mbsequent experiment were both done in a lO^ G^ constant temperature
room, %
Orab hearts* at least from the smaller oraba* do not need to b# 
perfused to stay alive in aerated aeawater and this experiment eouM be %#
run for several hours before the heart ehowd any aigna of eWormaJLlty# #
large orab hearts wore tried? ae were lobater hearts ? in an%8tten^t to Iget a better traoo? but thoee died in a short time after being dieseoted
#out? even in an aerated bath* J^
(b) The^  olqeer muspile pa^a^atipn The nerve trunk it% the 
meropodite segment of the ].eg of a ^O(tro^^ ^  ivas disseoted out and 1\Psto isolate the email bundle which contains the two closer axons* The ,
leg olae^ed at the propodite segment moved a kymograph lever by olùaure
of tlie propodite*iaotylopo(lite joiïit. The nervo bundle was lifted
%'K';
a;into paraffin and stimulated at $0 ope for half a second every five 
eecmde. with a neon stimulator adjusted to give just suprathreshold ^
ehooko* Injections of the test subetanoe were made through a hole
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drilled previously in the oiiticle of the propodite, and thus had imme­
diate aooess to the surface of the closer muscle, although it is de­
batable whether it reaches the Inside of the muscle - and the neuromus- 
oular junctions - for some time after this. For reasons given later, 
it was found that test substances for injeotion had to be dissolved in a 
saline ? the composition of which is JiaCl ~ 31«0; ÎC01 - 0*99? HgOlp - 
2*359 GaOlg - 1*87 (all figures in grams per litre). The saline of 
Pantin (1934), on which this is based, produced a marked inhibition of 
the response to electrical stim’iü.ation when injected alone, and had to 
be modified to the above, in which the Ga^ is raised from 1*37 gms/lltre 
to ovoid this background reaction.
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XntroduoMon
The suggestion by Van der Kloot that niootinic acid is related to 
the motor transmitter may be followed up in the manner outlined on p* 18? 
and these results desoribe the uptake in lAole nerve and single axons 
aoGordingly ■>
begs from orabs injeoted with HA were removed at varying times 
after the injection, and the radioactivity in the nerve trunk of the 
meropodite, carpopodite and propodite segments was estimated* It soon 
became clear that there waa considerable variety in the results due to 
the natural variation which is always shomi by living creatures, and in 
an attempt to measure the extent of this, all the legs from one crab 
were renoved on the same day and the difference in levels of activity 
was recorded? after they had all been extracted in the same nmnner. The 
results of this assay are shoivn in table 2* The figure for muscle is 
included for comparison : it was obtained from muscle taken from all
the legs and segments, and pooled*
Table 2
Limb Tissue Aotivity in meropodite (ppo/mg) * Aotivity in oa^^o- propodite ()^o/mg)
1 Herve 6*28 8,12 It 9*21 11*3
3 u 10,2 10*24 M 10,6 11*2
5 « 17*7 16*26 tî 15*1 15*5
? ÎI 13*6 10*38 Î» 11*9Musole 1,15
****
o Ptîsing (y = m" where x ^  reading# n - number of
readings! m = mean ; the standard deviation* cr, when 
n =s 15 5 is 3*07» The mean reading is 11*82 jipo/mg for 
nerve «
m
The limbs mmibered ? and 8 were the swimming legs and furnished very 
little material^ so that in one oase it was hot possible to make an 
assay of the radioactivity in it* All the legs in this experiment were 
counted on the eighth day after the labelled dose had been given that 
is six days after the second dose of non-labelled acid* In another 
oase, the orab looked like dying after 24 hrs,* and instead of giving 
it the non-labelled injections it was sacrificed immediately and the 
nerves in the meropodite segments counted s
Table 3
limb Tissue
----- « ---- - -- - . . . ^
Activity ih meropodite (ppo/mg)
1 Kerve 10-32 9.34
3 n 9 » 644 I 8*375 tt 10-46 u 12.1
? 30*48 H 37.8
when n - m « 10 and o*'- 1*1.
The last two readings in this table are so far away from the norm * 
they can reasonably be ascribed to some artefact 1 the most likely
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explanation is that they were the two limba next to the site of injection, 
and that there is still a deal of free in the vicinity (no washing 
dose had been given in this crab). The fopmila used to determine the 
standard deviation is not really applicable here as there should be a 
minimum of ten readings before it may be used properly.
Variations of this order, lAioh are not excessive for biological 
assays, mean that there is great need for duplication of results if any 
confidence is to be placed in them.
Although there is this variation between the amount of radioactivity 
in one nerve and the next, there is a clear difference between the 
content of nerve and of other tissues in the body. As is show in 
tables 2 and 4, the aotivity in the muscle taken from the same region 
of the animal as the nerve assayed with it, is only about one tenth 
that of the nerve* Every time muscle was assayed in all about half 
a dozen times - it was found to be an order less active than the limb ■
nerve, but of the same order of activity as the other tissues in the 
body* Thus :
Table 4
for: tJ
Tissue
lerve, mean for whole legMuscle, " " " "
Ventral ganglion
Brain
Eye
Liver
TestisHeartBlood
Crab Is 
Activity, jLip-o/mg, 
Bay 9«
20.443-353.11
undetectableO'l?2.050,640.Ü9
4.00
I*
The figures for heart and hraln in this table are probably too low as 
the tissues were fixed in Bonin ^s fluid before being counted, and the 
yellow colour this imparts to the tissue extract was later seen to have 
a marked quenching effect in the scintillation counter. In one crab 
(no. 20) the mean aotivity in the nerve* extracted 48 hours after the 
labelled injection, and after only one non^labelled dose of was 
16*8 p)xo/rag whereas in the muscle it was 0*80 ^ ixo/mg. In this orab, 
too, the activity in the blood was 0*78 mio/mg - that is about the same 
level as in the muscle, which suggests that the activity in the muscle 
is only due to passive accumulation of the radioactive substance from 
the bloodstream* Clearly this cannot be the case with peripheral nerve,
ïïptake by nerves hi vivo
Two relationships may be studied in the eight walking legs of the 
orab in connection with the uptake of to help evaluate the idea that 
there is a connection between M  and the motor transmitter. Both stem # 
from the argument presented in the introduction on p. 18% the amount of
radioactivity in each part of the leg nerve relative to the other parts, S
aand the amount of activity in leg nerve relative to the time after the -.;g
initial injection. It is more or less impossible to combine directly the
results from different crabs when plotting the time course because of the /#
. 1wide variation between them even when the initial Injection was kept
’*■4constant, as it usually was, at 10 ne» In a few cases it was reduced to ,»l
J5 >10, but the general level of activity was much nearer to background in ^
. r : . .. .y. - ( . :. ^ r. : ' ' '. .L- : ; r:
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■'ithe amall samples* and ..this was not very eatisfaotory#
\Jhen the nerve is exposed., it may be divided into three longitudi-*
nal sections corresponding to the segment of the leg which oontalned
,it, As is shown in fig. 3 in nine times out of ten* the distal segments
contain more activity than the proximal. The full data for this figure 
are given in table ^ where it can be seen that eaoh point on the graph 
is the mean for one, two or three crabs* Only one crab (no, 1?) was 
ever counted for longer than three weeks, so that the points at that 
Gild of the figure are naturally from that orio crab alone* There is often-; 
a considerable difference between the levels of aotivity in different 
crabs but by taking the ratios of activity in the meropodite and 
propodite it is possible to combine the results from more than one 
crab» The aotivity in the carpopodite, thou^ not expressed in fig* 4 
" merely for the sake of clarity - was usually mid-way between the levels. 
in the other W o  segments. In the one experiment where the activity In ' 
it was measured, the daotylopodite nerve had the highest level of radio­
activity of the segments *
The other relationship which may be readily examined in these 
experiments is the time course of the activity in the leg nerves. A 
plot of the uptake of (or rather, the nett uptake and loss of the 
radioactive M  metabolite) against time reveals a shape of curve vdiioh 
is similar in all cases tried, and a shape which would be expected from
first principles (fig. 4). There is an initial hump in the curve I
shortly after the injection, corresponding perhaps to the arrival in :j;y1
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Fig* 3 Ratio of radloaotivity in tlio nerve of the meropodite 
and nropodite segments plotted against time after the injection 
of a standard doso of There is consistently more activity
in the nropodite segments over a period of four wooks* Kach 
point is the mean from two or three crabs*
Fig* 1{, Uptake of in the propodite (distal) and meropodite 
(proximal) segments of the leg nerve plotted against time * 
Figures shown are from one crab but are tyipicaî of twelve, the results from which are not easily combined as readings were 
taken at different intervals, and the basal level of activity 
varied between crabs* The standard deviation of the readings 
(see text) is 15#8^ of the mean, and is shovÆi by the vertical 
linos on the left**hsnd side*
the tissues of the %A. This hump is not removed however h j the two >1■f
noxi-labelled injections, and is due therefore not to the presence In the |-
I;tissues of unchanged but to some bound form, or metabolite which is tg
rapidly formed there, for the whole point In giving the non~lobellecl
dose is to wash out any free % â  by the prinoiple of exchange# Of course,
■Ithe same principle will no doubt mean that some unlabelled M  will 
exchange with aoid already incorporated into the body, but presumably /| 
this will be to a much lesser extent than the former# The figure above 
shows the results from one crab which, as explained above, is typical ■Iqualitatively, if not quantitatively} of the others. She shape of the •Icurve is still humped after account is taken of the scatter between
Idifferent legs of the same animal* I
The general impression, and it can scarcely be called anything more J
grand than that, with the scatter between the legs of any one crab and %
"'Ibetween one crab and the next, is that after the initial hump there is
Ia slower rise in the level of activity. The amount of labelled substance 
in the blood remains more or leas constant throughout this time, and the |
results suggest that there is a continuous uptake of this compound, 
whether it be unchanged or some metabolite already formed, into the ^
peripheral nervous system. In those crabs where the activity in the i-'
•1muscles was measured for a comparable period to the nerve, the level of t’
activity also shows a continuous rise during this time, and unless one $
-Isupposes that muscle is taking it up from the blood (albeit at a much ^glower rate than nerve, or, at least, to an equilibrium much further to ÆI
&
!>6
the left hand side) this is difficult to understand* Moreover, prestmiably 
the % A  is being changed into a stored form which keeps the pumping-in 
mechanism going. There is also the problem of where the store is which 
supplies the blood; as all the tissues in the body which were assayed 
ho,d a much lower count than the nerve, it can only be the body as a whole 
which is storing the acid. This point is considered further in the 
Discussion,
One general result in the time courses from different crabs is 
that the activity per mg of nerve in the three segments estimated, and 
in the muscle from the same segmonts, follow the same shaped curve#
The difference then looks like being differences between legs as a whole 
This too will be discussed in more detail later.
Uptake by nerves in vitro
With the idea that there might be some difference in the permeabi­
lity of the sheath in the peripheral part of the nerve which allowed 
more % A  to enter the fibres there, and thus produce the gradient just 
described, it was decided to measure the retake of % A  by whole nerves 
in vitro o Heives dissected out from the whole length of meropodlte, 
carpopodite and propodite were immersed in a bath of seawater containing 
%iA in various concentrations, Bach end of the nerve was hooked up on 
to a pair of silver/silver chloride electrodes; through one pair a 
stimulating pulse was applied and through the other the propagated 
compound action potential could be monitored. Thus it was ensured that
¥o
the noxve remained alive throughout the experiment# 'The monitoring uded 
a pulse once o. minute just suprathreshold for most of the fibres. On 
the other hand, in other nerves the stimulation was repeated at a 
frequency of 10 ops for half a second every second which meant that it 
was possible to find out if there was any difference between the uptake 
in active and oomparatively resting nerves.
In passing, the action potential recorded showed well the differing 
propagation speeds in the one nerve, A quick measurement gave a ooncluotion 
velocity of 7*5 m/sec for the fastest and 2,1 m/sec for the slowest fibres# 
The so-called ’slow* fibres, that is those which respond only to a hi£fh 
stimulation rate, have a conduction velocity slightly less than the hfast* 
fibres - 5*5^  m/sec.
The activities of resting and stimulated nerves were compared, with 
the results obtained from nerves which had previously been killed by 
immersion in water at 70^0 for a minute. It appeared that there was no 
difference in the activity (and therefore the nett uptake and loss of 
%A) between the three conditions and that living and dead tissues behave 
in the same manner in this respect# Moreover the membranes from this 
appeared to be just as permeable at the central end as at the peripheral, 
and in no part to be especially active with regard to the uptake of the 
acid# However it should be borne in mind with respect to active transport 
that the experiment only ran for three or four hours, and that in this 
time, the internal concentration of the nerves waw never more than that in 
the bath, and does not indicate either way whether the entry is active 
or not.
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of the experim ent from the résulta, aa in the previous meaeurements # the 
result and the oonoXusion wowild he one#
The dieseotion of small bundles and single axons wag as described 
on p# 21 and the amount of radloaotivity in them determined by autora­
diography, for reasons already given# The technique of ’stripping film* 
whioh is used in autoradiography of histological sections was also used 
here, but it was also quite adequate to apply the film to the axons as 
described above, and the praotiae was discontinued in favour of the 
simpler method. Because it was difficult to dry thoroughly the larger 
bundles (that ie, those of more than 100 jp) they would often interfe^ 
"v/ith the exposure of the plate and produce areas where the emulsion was 
001#  let ely wrecked (figs* g and 6). This f^as one of the reasons why 
later only single axons and small bundles of comparable sise were used#
The resultant blackening of the radioactive material in the nerves 
ifas estimated crudely on an arbitrary scale of five units of darkening,
1 being the darkest. If the plates were examined under the microscope 
the silver grains per unit area could be counted, and this afforded 
a more accurate way of expressing the results. In either case, however* 
the results were the same: there was no difference in the density of
sPig, 5 Photograph of axons and bundles (a) laid out on a glass sheet compared with a print of the autoradiogram (b) obtained by pressing a photographic plate against the glass sheet. From the top down, the fibres or bundles (all of which are taken from the meropodite unless stated) are: i, 11, ill sensory; iv, v sensory from propodite; vi bender; vii opener; viii sensory; ix closer;X closer; xi sensory; xii sensory from propodite. The central end of each fibre is to the l.h.s. The two circles towards the top r.h. comer were eaused by dried seawater. Scale = 1 cm.
f i 6k.
Pig* 6 A photograph (a) and an autoradiogram (h) of three long sensory bundles arranged with their neripheral ends at the top. This was the only case where a slight indication of a gradient was seen. The small circles on the autoradiogram were caused by seawater vdthin the bundle. Scale « 1 cm.
^^9
blaokening oaused, by the two typeg of fibre#
A plot ox the nnmbor of fibres producing the different effects shows 
that they are divided into sensory and motor in almost exactly equal 
parts (fig, 7)» Moreover, no sign of a gradient was seen in any of the 
exposures, except in the case of tliree large sensory bundles token from 
the whole length of the limb - about 8 oms in all# In these, the peri­
pheral end of the bundle shows a greater development of the plate than 
the oentral end, but as the number of such examples found was so small, 
even though the gradient is in the direction expected, little can be 
built on them with certainty, In all about 60 pairs were compared, thou^ 
mostly they were of much shorter length than the three with the graded 
activity, being about 2 cms long#
Chromatography
When ohromatograïomed extract of the peripheral nerve of a crab 
injected with HA was examined, a radioactive spot was found at Ef 0*23 
using the tert .butanol methanol : water (t*BuM) solvent described on p. 31* 
The finding of this spot w s  first attempted by the scanning device 
described earlier, but as can be seen from the trace b e l o w  (fig# 8), the 
method was not sufficiently d is or iminat ing *bo reveal clearly where the 
active spot was# The resolution of the system depended upon the relative 
speeds of the kymograph, carzylng the chromatogram under the window of 
the counter, and the pen recorder; and upon the width of the window, the 
integrating time of the rat erne ter (1 sec* ), and other factors, and while
IFig. 7 The uptake into motor fibx*es (stippled area) is as common as
that into sensory (clear area). The upper histogram was obtainedfrom bundles over lObu in dilamètor; the lower from fibres and bundles less than that* Ordinate ; number of fibres; abscissa: (a) blacken­
ing on autoradio gram (escpressed in 5 orbit ary units) as ratio ofdiameter, and (b) blackening irrespective of diameter.
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most of these we,re prohahly siiffioieiit for the piü?x>ose$ the pen reooarder 
speed oouXd not he redticed helow 0*g inches per minute, and therefore 
any advantage gained hy sloi^ in-g the kymograph was annulled hy the great 
length of paper records obtained*
The method of oonnting discrete areas of the paper for given times, 
on the other hand, showed immediately where the activity The npper
trace in fig* 9 shows that nearly all the activity was at Rf 0*23, hnt 
on another chromatogram (fig, 9h) there was a trace at Rf 0«?0 also - 
the Ef of nnohanged HA. in this solvent.
Another way of finding the radioactivity on the paper, which defined, 
the position more aconrately, hnt which took much longer to do, was to 
expose the paper to an X-ray- film* The resnlts of this teohniqxie are 
shown in fig* 10, and although it was quite clear from this just where 
and how large the radioactive spot was, the e^osnre time to get satis­
factory results was six months*
After they had been oonnted, the chromatograms were stained with 
ninhydrin* Among the many spots which appeared (fig. 11) was one which 
exactly corresponded to the radioactive area on fonr one-dimensional 
chromâtogramis, each in a different solvent (as listed on p. 31), and oil 
a two-dimensional chromatogram nsing the n/BuA solvent followed hy Btàm 
(fig* 12). Immediately ahead of the corresponding pnrp3.e spot was 
another, even after the two-way mn, which stained yellow with ninhydrin# 
Much the same pattern of spots was obtained when extracts of orah 
legs from imtroated crabs were run with the same solvents. In partioifLar,
63
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Pig# 9 Two examples of counting areas on chromatograms spotted ;?ith extract of leg nerve from crabs previously injected with *NA. In the lower there is a slight rise of activity at IL o#7 which is probably due to unchanged *NA# The of the purple spot P is shown# Hor­izontal ambiguity is due to the ’jvidth of the counter windov^ , and is shown. The vertical ambiguity ( = ^ the number of counts) is also shown. The dotted line gives the background activity.
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Fi g. 1% Two way ohromatogram of orab nerve extract. The ninhyclrin» 
positive spots are shown in purple and the counts per 300 secs are 
shown in the areas covered by the window of the counter. As an 
initial scan of the paper after the first run ( in BuA) showed all 
the activity to he at Rf 0.37; it was only necessary after the sec­
ond run (in Et Am) to count from this point. There is good correla­
tion between one of the spots and the area of highest radioactivity. 
The background count of 65 c/300 secs was measured at the solvent front of each of the solvents.
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the putp3.o spot at Rf 0*23 and the yellow one just ahead of it were both ' 
present in extracts of Caroinus, Portmiue and Hyas nerve. Presnmahly, 
therefore? the compoimd at this point on the paper? into which the 
is being Incorporated, is a normal metabolite of nerve in those animais.
Spot tests
In an attempt to oliaracterise the compound at Rf 0*23 (referred to 
hereafter for convenience as substance or spot F) more fully, various 
chemical spot tests were performed on it? and on the whole extract 
spotted on to filter paper. The tests were usually carried out as 
described in Dawson et al. (1959) ? and the references given below are 
to pages in that book: other references are at the end of the table.
In this table some of the tests shomi are far more specific than 
others and it is only by considering them as a whole? together with thé 
Information presented by Rf values? that it is possible to draw any 
clear conclusions from it.
The choice of tests was partially'- governed by what chemicals were 
available in a non-chemical laboratory? but it was also possible to 
obtain samples of materials from outside. I am grateful to British 
Drug, Houses for making a supply of aoetoaoetylphenol available for me? 
and to the University Chemistry laboratories for inuch help in obtaining 
the less usual compounds.
Some of the tests? when carried out on controls? did not work 
satisfactorily in my hands. Thus 1 was unable to derive any positive
Tatle 6
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Ho.
3
4
8
9
10
11
12
13
Test
H*»methylation | Dragendoyff 'reagent
jO. aoetoaoetylphenol
•diazotised p*nltraniline
diazotlBed pt.hromaniline
sodium nitrite and alk. 0 ' 1
sodium nitrite and phenol
çxÿ ni t r 0 BO -p. naphtho 1 wl thmo_
Obser­
vation
-ve 
-ve
"rVe 
«Te
«■ye
«V6
nitroso«p. naphtho 1
Ehrlichhs reagent ( dimetliyl* 
aminobenzaldehyde 5
Fo lin-Oiooalteatx ’ s reagent
ammoniacal silver nitrate
alloxan
Felines reagent (p,naphtho» 
quinone sulphonàte)
>mye
«ve
«ve
«ye
red-brown
rosespot,
Inference
not a basic substance with 
quaternary ammonium atom, 
Hot m .  (21?)
not a primary aliphatic 
amine.
not an aromatic amine,(219)
M n It ft  ^ n
not an ammno-phenol. (220)
not an amino-phenolic acid.(220)
not a substituted phenol? e.g. tyrosine, tyrsmine#
not a 5""hydro%yindole.(220)
not various amines, e*g. aminobenzoio aqld, sul** phonamides, (220; 231)
not enteramine, octopamine? 
tyramine? etc.
not enteramine, 3"*hydrozy
sulphanilic acid or amide» Hot aldose or ketose#
suggests aminoaoid, (223)
59
Ho,
13
Test JMKim w#w»#kMKi
Folin*o reagent with sodium hydroxide
)b8er'*
ration
oohre E
spot.
3hferenoe
uggeata tryptophane, G8E, proline or hydroxproline.
14 ainhydrin with aoetio aoid "Ve Iot 5-RT and other trypta- mine oompoûnda.
15 ealioylaldehyde «ve Iot an aminoaoid. (223)
16
17
sublimed iodine 
formol-hromomthymol blue
bromi ( apot.
yellow apota Ion blue 
ground«
uggeets little definitely; oould be a&inoaoid, pep^ tide, etc* (224; 236? etc)
mggeeta aminoaoid. (224)
18 W  light after drying whitiaWfluore**soenoe.
luggeets aminoaoid, pep«~tide. (224;
233)
19 oreinol oould- n*t get to work.
(224)
r20 isatin -ye dot proline or hydroxy- proline; not pipeooli-* nio aoid. (22$)
21 nitroprus 8 ide-aoe taldehyde «TO aot proline, (22$)
22 phenol-hypoohloride «ve 00t an aminoaoid. (226)
23 diacetyl reaction couldnlt get to work.
24 nitroprueside -ve not an -811 or 8-8 compound.(228)
2) perohlorio aoid * n > y  0 not tryptophan. (231)
26 2* aminophenol «V0 not glucose, fructose, sucrose, maltose, etc*(237)
27/ 1 0  »  «
Ho#
4iii«MMMnCiiMlSerM>«n
Test Ohser-
vation
ywjvas*-
inferenoo!kitetrîW*sws#><sMrFWfF4f«ç*««t*.«e»tt6
27 2* amiîxohippnric aoid -ve not a hexose or pentose,(237)
28 nlnhydrln with "butanol purplespot. not hexosamine, (243)
29 Reinecke*fô salt -ve not a lipid. (24?)
30 Sudan black «ve not a lipid, (249)
31 W  light no ah-sorp-tion.
not a protein (2$2); not a
pyrimidine derivative (256) not purine deri-
vative «
32 picry'l chloride -ve not HA.,
33 1-f luoro-2 3 4-dinitrohen%ene «ve not HA,
34 potassium oyanide followed hy 
mr light
-ve not oxidised pridine nu^
oleotide? HI#\ nor 
riboside,niootinamide. (2§8)
»;'S*
Referenoess Ho.l: Kariyone and Eashimoto, 19$1#
Ho, 13: Glri and Hagabhuehanam, 1952,
Ho. 14: Jepson and Stevens? 1953*
Ho. 23: Eggleston et al., 19-
i'
é.
results from the oreinol test for aminoaoids (no* 19)  ^whioh depends 
on the partial hydrolysis of the ohroBiatography paper hy sulphtirio acid 
except where the amino aoid is able to buffer the aoid « even using 
knoim solutions of amino acids as controls. Another test, alkaline 
oC'-'naphthol id.th .diacetyl (23) (Eggleston et al, , 1943), d^iioh is sup- 
posed to give yellow colours with homarine? coloured all the paper ’
yellow for me, and to that extent was unsatisfactory. The reason for
r
athis may he to do i/j,th the solvents in ifdiioh the chromatogram was anm, 
and although, when a oontrol test r^ith kno^m homarine was a?un, the spots 
ifers slightly darker than the background, the differenoe was so slig 
as to make it pointless trying the test on experimental chromatograms 
with their small oonoentrâtions of material.
As a reagent for staindng chromatograms, a O'l^ solution in aoetoR^ ^ 
of ninhydrin is useful as a general stain. Ae is shown in fig, 11, 
there were several ninhydrin-positive spots on the developed chromato­
gram of crab leg nerve extract, most of i-iiioh are purple. The test is 
not at all specific, and reaots with any compound ifdiioh has on it a free 
amino group. %)ots A and B %mre bluer than the rest, and, considering ^
the fact that they had low Rf *s and that they were W  absorbing, were §
probably polypeptides. Hothing can really be concluded about the others 
below spot E (fig. 12) on the paper. The yellow spot immediately in ;
front of F stained yellow with ninhydrin, but was not proline or l-iydroxy^
proline - at least, it did not stain with isatin (no. 20), nor had it
the same Rf as those aminoaoids. Its Rf was the same as that of g BT,
I
i
. vV 
'
a compoimd which stained with ninhydrin, but it had none of the other 
properties of this compouud, so far as it tested, Hinhydrin oanbe 
made up in other ways than with aoetone, and when, for example, it is 
dissolved in butanol, it may be used as a test for hexose amines (no.
28). Again, it was used by Jepson and Stevens (1953) with aoetio aoid 
(no, 14) as a test for 5 HT and other tryptamine oompounds,
Ehrlioh*0 reagent too may be applied in a number of ways to bring 
out the presence of different groups of compounds. In no, 9 it was 
dissolved in 3^ HGl and colours yellow id,th primary aromatio amines, 
green-blue with Indoles : exposure to hydrochloric acid vapour after
staining turns the tryptophan yellow spot to purple. If the reagent 
is applied in acetone with 10^ SOI, the spot given by t3:yptOphan is 
purple to start with, The interest in tryptophan springs from the fact
that (i) it is linked me tab olically m t h  HA (although, as discussed on
p. 13, the only pathway described is probably irreversibly towards HÀ), 
and (ii) the Rf of tryptophan in the t/BuIi solvent is about the seme 
as that of the BA derivative. It was soon clear, though, that the
radioactive spot on the paper was not tryptophan*
The possibility that the purple spot at F was due to an amine was 
ruled out by the several negative results obtained when this group i»fas 
tested for, Dragendorff ^s reagent, which reacts with most basic guater:* 
nary-H compounds, also indicates tliat adrenaline and pyridoxine, as well 
as the loosely related HA, are not present here (iCariyone and Hashimoto, 
1951) « p.Aoetoaoetylphenol (no, 2) is specific for primary aliphatic
amines and a negative result with it does not eliminate secondary or 
aromatic amines (nor aminoaoids), but the absence of aromatic' amines 
is indica/bed by the negative results from both diaso tests (nos. 3 and 4i) 
All the positive results point towards the oompou:ad-at ? being an 
aminoaoid? or something bigger, such as a peptide or polypeptide? but 
none of them by itself is conclusive. Her are they of much help in 
distinguishing between different aminoaoids, The red colour given with 
alloxan (no* 12) is typical of 23 of the 4-6 aminoaoids listed by Harris 
and Pollock (1953) in their table of aminoaoid reactions* Folinhs 
reagent (no, 13) gave a light x*o se-coloured spot at first? and then an 
ochre patch after development in the alcoholic alkali. In the table 
of Girl and Hagabhushanam (195^)? on which this test is based? the 
colour ochre does not appear; pro line and hydroxypr o line are listed 
as giving orange; ^ aminobutyric acid brow. Peptides xjroduce various 
shades of green aooording to them - and certainly the spots A and B 
changed to green after the second part of the test. Glutathione is 
listed as giving a brown colour? but this compound is not confirmed by 
use of nitroprussiclé (no. 24)»
The formol reaction (l?) is quite a good test? but by Contrast the 
subliming' of iodine (l6) on to the paper does not really tell vozy mtichs 
too many compounds react with it for it to be of great help. Among 
other compounds which do react with it to give brown spots are two 
compounds related to HA, trigonelline (H-methylnicotinio aoid betaine) 
and homarine (H-methylpicolinio acid betaine) (p. 1$). Both these
oompounds are known to ooour In Orustaoba: Aokermann and llGt (195?)
presented evidence for their preoenoe in the tissues of Crustacea 
generally, Leonard and MacDonald (I963) for the occurrence of homarine 
in marine Orustaoea muscle and Kravits et al» (I963) for the occurrence 
of the same compound in crustacean nerve* However, if samples of these 
compounds were ran side hy side mth extract of nerve, it was clear 
that their Ef’s were markedly different from that of the radioactive 
spot (homarine « 0*40; trigonelline » 0*26 in the jk.BuM solvent).
They are both strong absorbers of W  light, and their position on the 
chromatogram may be determined under the UV lamp. This is quite dif- 
ferent from spot F; and neither stains with ninhydrin. However, two 
spots in extract of nerve were noted whioh did absorb W  li^t, at the 
same Ef as synthetic homarine and trigonelline; they were presumably 
both present in Oarcinus and Portanus nerve therefore,
The list by Harris and Pollock (1953) already referred to is Use: 
in distinguishing between aminoaoids, but is limited by the émbiguity 
of such terms as ^deep rose' and 'yellow blue* » A standard way of 
identifying individual aminoaoids is by making a *map * on which the Rf 
of known samples of different aminoaoids is plotted alongside a sample 
of the unknown. This was done here, ifith partioular referenoe to three 
aminoaoids Icnown to be strongly present in lobster nerve metabolism: 
glutamate, aspartate and malate (Waelsoh and Oheng, 1963) * As can be 
seen from fig. I3, the only aminoaoids with Ef approaching that of t1 
interesting unknown spot were t3zyptophan, tyramine and tyrosine*
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discugsed on p* 62 ^ the material at 3? Is almost certainly not tryptophan, 
.and the other two stained a di^ ia3?ent colonr with ninhydrin*
%he use of Hf values in identifying confounds is limited hy the 
large number of possible compounds and the resolution possible on a 
chromatogram, sey, gO cms ..long between the different values. %he useful 
work of 3P:mk et al* (I963) only serves to emphasise this, for they list 
over 400 naturally occurring compounds i-d-th their Bf he in ten different 
solvents* ïïnfortunately this work came out after moat of the chx*omato- 
graphy described here had been done, and although they do cater for so 
many solvent systems, the main one used in the work (t*h#l) is not listed. 
Kiey do include, however, one which I had used n.butanol a aoetio acid: 
water (nj^ BuA), and list 18 compounds with Ef’s between 0*38 and 0*42, 
which was the Hf of spot P in this system. Some of them are too distant 
chemically from MA to warrant serious consideration - sedoheptulose, for 
example. And also, of course, the compound of interest here stains with 
ninhydrin, which rules out such as fructose or mamitol which bear no 
«•ML group. On one olnromatogram, the eztraqt was developed in tert.bu- 
tanol & G thylmethylkotone formic acid g water (lOBH t_#Bi\), a solvent listed 
in ?ink*8 tables, and the Hf of the compound of interest compared, with 
the values in their tables. As on this oooasion the initial extract was 
not radioactive, it was not possible to be absolutely certain which of 
the ninhydrin-positive spots corresponded to spot P in the 6.BuM system, 
but one there was, ahead of which was a. yellow spot after ninhydrin. I n  
every other system used the compound at 3? has been preceded by a single
...
yellow spot, including the two-way run, and it is not unreasonable to 
suppose that this is the ease here too* If this is assumed, the Rf of 
the spot of Interest is 0*6y. Eowhere is there any ooirelation between 
a oompound of this Rf in and one of Rf 0* 38.^ 0 #42 in BuA,
All the indications from the initial series of tests described on 
pp. $8*"60 oarrled out on spot R suggest that it is either an aminoaeld 
or a peptide or polypeptide, Iiewis (19$2) found that of orustaoeân ^
peripheral nerve is made up by free aminoaoids, but oomparison "V^dLth 
]%nk^s tables and with my own aminoaoid map make the latter possibili,:ty ^
far more probable than the former, and to test further for this, the 
compound was hydz^ olysed, OPhe spot was eluted from the paper in distilled 
water and boiled Tzith 6R" hydrochloric aoid for half an hour, j^hen after ^
re-^ohromatogramming, it was seen that the one spot had beoome three, ^
Any less vigorous treatment of the substance (e.g. 6R" hydrochloric acid 
at 6(3^ 0 for half an hour) did not bréak it up thus, but this is by no 
means excessive for hydrolysis of peptides (of, Oonsden et el,, 194?, 
who use 6B hydroohlorio acid at 105^0 oyemight) * ^he three spots whiCli 
appeared after staining the ohromatogeam with ninhydrin had values 
G#21-0#l9 a tail, 0»32-0*2$ with a tail, and 0 #ÿl, Of these, the 3^
spot at Rf 0"gl was by far the least concentrated on the paper, the Iother two giving about the same colour density with the stain# ' vtj
This splitting of the original ninhydrin-positiVe Confound into 
three such substanoes strongly suggests that the original j^as a smaH %
peptide, but is not conclusive. Clearly the original might be any I
ÿ' 4'a
substance which breaks d o m  W/bh- acid to giye three oomponents m t h
- -«d&ELp igpronpiB, Ewocl E#gr 3ii%al)Gr ()jT (ybliera wnUdbcyudk IdbdLs ggrcyuQ), tEhwa laeitibeSo
is discussed further later « I:
■ "i
,3%ie ew38i&3r o:f i&udbsrtsüKwa iF oii ïieswri; suacl nrurgcDbe
;ijr tlie EiidbErbaKkoe s&t 3T liae agogr 3xkg/%^3x)3j3ggix3e&l s&d^gpidjfyLoi&iwscB <&8 (& taD8aaas«r j
mitter for essampXe^  it may well be that it has am aotion on crab heart, S
'TdbdLeOb is JkiicMon -bc) jpeiggycn&cl bo in&o&i <3cang)cruiidk9 (]pp* 6 j&f») zarwl Bwagfbe t()o 
(:lj? dbouieecl :11; jls i;he lacxbo]? ibaMSBWBBil'btHea?) c%% tüie aiuuscrle <33? %ien%%M)i%uu3cruüLe%p 
gioaetilCKoa) <)j? "btie credb le^ g* f&kie caredb twaeiirb s%Ewi oloeer yruasole tfere laewadl 
to test this possibility*
(e() g?bw3 <)%Yab lieaarb :p3?en&eK&Erbi.(0%i$ (acBiBfLerbdbajg ()f tdbe liegücHk io%kac>le$
4%odi 1btws jgewodslzlon (%& tüie ck)a%3Gkl siiidSa^ e, :&3 eeiwadUbdbye t(> (& iwidle 3%&%wg8 
oompcmnds and is a fregnshtly used system for physiologioal assay, %&
blilas ()GW9e* w&i€W& tesrbiaig; i3tLba*t!&%K)ei3 iwecpe 3&d.deK& bo 1dbW3 jseasfB/bgoe Tbe%t%i 
%ontadud% the heart# the traee made by the oardiae oontraetlon vas /
examined on a smoked kymograph drum*
IEb,e *&6kld/bjUaE& cKf lauwoli (>oiKpcyu%&dE* s&8 j&cLFE%&8klij&€>* # IRE, ïw&dL idbet
I
'
(kljpeg&dar (lescwijbexi <&KKl ifGwg lasejhaJL iji dkl80(%%03Ciaigf licnf ilçw&gf tdis la&teiLb 
period of the system was: that is, how long it took for the extract
-bo #e&()h tüie Gx%t:L9T3 esi/be dbi bkw3 3xr(%pGKK%%ti.o%i» EwasTaoKlBwg blwat tOie gactipcwâl*
x|from orab leg nerves aets at the same place in the heart as adrenaline,
(3t(B. j[n t;he cw&e&a isjT (%&&& a/b (& gHarucGnitürsybduoii ()i" IX) ëPWWt/BÎl' &i* ifas faewan
■to be of the order of 60 seconds *
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As is show in fig* Igb, the application of the elimte of spot F 
produces an immediate and quickly reversible speeding of the heart-hoat. 
On the other hand, extract of whole peripheral nerve (fig* 15a) speeds 
the heart‘4)eat and increases the size of the contract ion; Hit the effect 
is slow to appear, and to he reversed by washing.
On one occasion when an extract was used which had been eluted in 
distilled water, an inorease was also observed. In case this was due 
to the distilled water, a control was made using only distilled wa,ter* 
and the heat was seen to slow down from 42 to 12 beats/min. %he effect 
of adding 0?1 mis of distilled water to the bath cannot be very great 
(it equals a IfC change in the molarity of the bath), but the heart 
responds bo it dramatically*
(b) Ihe closer muscle preparation, set up as described on p. 34,
when tested with the eluate of the spot P did not respond in a detectable
manner» At first it seemed that the muscle was being inhibited by the
extract for the response to the stimulus dropped in size considerably
when the extract was injected. But when a control solution, of ordinary
seawater, in which the extract had been dissolved, was injected into the
leg, the same response was obtained (fig, 16), The Carcinus saline of
Pantin (1934) was then used, but the result was the same as with seawater
- an inhibition of the contraction. Wow it is laiowi that the 
ratio is an important factor in the response of a muscle to nervous
stimulation, and it seemed possible tliat here the inhibition caused by
the seawater and saline might be due to a low Qa 8Î% ratio. Absence
Pig. 14 Effect of various substances on the crab heart, 
(a) GABA at concentrations of 10” ,^ 10~^, 10*"^  gms per ml 
respectively. The initial dose was washed off at— 1, and 
the two parts of the trace are continuous. (b) homarine 
and (c) trigonelline at 10  ^gras/ml have no effect. Time 
marker = 10 secs.
Pig# 15 Two examples of the excitatory effect of oi*ab leg nerve on 
crab heart# The t^vx), continuous parts of the upper trace (a) are of 
oardiac contractions whilst the crude alcoholic-extract of lag nerve 
was applied for the nerlod sliovii. (b) shows the effect of the 
addition of an eluate of spot P. Time marker » (a) 10} (b) 5 secs.
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djoL GgpuslkaaGwan arcuaole gogxsvspita; "t&ie flxi3&8;&yLo& <)f Bzcusolle GW3l?l(%& 
]pcrt€a&i:i6ilj3 (]Fëubi; aw&cl (fdjiEilbcxügg, l.!?58) ewokl :L& TnBzfbsdbard/keis lovr IniMsar* 
jTogpes) ifd/kb tdbe 3%3]Uesw3e ()f A.GI1 xnseKlc&les Ibgr idbus iiesryx) (3zkl3j&g98« CEbü&ÿbBwrtL, 
IL9<}1)* Ilf tdilG ]La;bt<ar e:Ej%3Gr& :l8 Gi pKccgpccrtgr (%f ru%%lre BWSKübov&kusB dJi 
geaezW.# the low (%&'  ^ e ffe c t hea^ e G&icnalxl he ooimte^^ed hy inoreaeiiig  the 
Dm(ber o f aenre iii^qleee# and %heii the etdm ilus fyeq^uezwy c%? dw atlo%  
VM&8 jjiGzeeHsaecl; f& ()0%it]?8W3t:lo%i iwswa (ib'beKLtiecl Buore iiewaidgr %wQ3%na^ L btw&zi idheyt 
oanaed hy the im oal etlnm latlozi o f the nerve# Inoreaeing the etrengW i 
o f the (a lread y eiipratbreBhold) e tim ilu e  natm *ally had no e ffe c t on 
oontraotlon (fig *  l^ a ) # Aeooyddn^iy the Oa*'** oonoentratlon wae ra ised  
hy inereaeing the amount o f oaloinm ehloride in  the sa lin e  w t i l  a  
iraltKS Twae :re;adai8(ï iwh:lo]b jiiei; ck&cl rkol; <%a%u3e zi dksteo'&eübOUe ilzübdübi/kdüon;
3W3*I&0 Ü&Ï (fig. 16). It la in^ortant not to go heyond this point for 
ihoreaalng the level farther reaulta; in a te#nio eontraotlon of the 
musole#
If now the ohromatograma ^ rnre eluted with this saline# and the 
injeotiona into the eloaer immole also made naiog it# any effeet oanaed 
hy the extraot Wkonld he mnifeat* %o change oould he seen# however# 
in the reaponae# and it was oonelnded that the ertraot had no deteotahW 
effect either on the muaele dlrect]y or on the newomueonlar junotlon# 
!I5ie EKlëB0:Lf:l(>8iio<3 ()f tills la; <lÎL8(2UU58i&ct OLe/begr,
On #ie other hand# injection of the perfneate from another 
leg contained in the raieed-calciim saline into the closer masole jporo'» 
duced an inhibition of the contraction of that mmole when its nerve
Pig. 16 The effect of an injection into the closer muscle of a crab 
leg of (a) artificial seawater, with Ca^* = 12. H  ruM, and (b) - (d) 
saline with Ca = 14-59» 16.84» and 18.20 mM respectively. Sven the 
last causes a Alight inhibition of contraction.
JH
Pig. 17a The effect of seawater injected into the closer muscle. Where f = frequency (ops) of stimulation and d = duration (secs) of pulse, atA 0.1 mis seawater totally inhibit contraction caused by stimulation of the nerve at f = 50, d = 0.5 every 5 secs.B f = 50, d = 0.5C 50 1.0D 100 0.5S 25 2.0P 250 0.5G 25 5.0
Pig. 17b Injection of perfusate af leg contained in saline (Ca = 18.20mM) into the closer muscle caused marked inhibition of contraction caused by stimulation of the nerve as at A above.
supply \r8sB stimulated. In. view of the inhibitory effeot of saline, 
jBueli Ev azeanCLt Iwicl 1:0 Tbe oiaafedfuuLlar* "but CK)irb2%)]L8 ]ps%ri%033a.@a
using blank saline Injections showed the effeot to he .genuine# It 
TWGW3 f&lso seeoi, wtien Ijbe OLeg» anwaxpGkyiaig} idle ixeazfiisE&tG» twacl iioi;
been aotlTe*
W '
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The idea that HA bears a special relationship to the motor trans­
mitter in Crustacea, as previously noted, could he linked with the idea 
that it also has a special relationship with the motor axons of these 
animals I and it was to investigate this situation that the uptake of 
HA v qm measured in the experiments described above *
The uptake in whole nerve showed that there was a greater ooncent% 
tion of or its radioactive metabolites, in the peripheral part of .
# yAthe leg nerve than in the central part. That it is not, in fact, HA 4|
was shown by the chemical spot tests performed on it. The meaning of 
such a gradient is not immediately clear for there are several factors 'f|
which complicate the picture* It is true that in the central two w#
-lasections of the leg studied (the meropodite and the oarpopodite) there 
are motor fibres whereas in the propodite and daotÿopodite there are not 
Ibr this reason, a concentration gradient with the maximum centrally 
could be explained in terms u# uptake by the motor fibres. But the 
gradient actdally seen was in the opposite sense to this, and in any 
case there are other factors whiéli make such an interpretation of a 
gradient in either sense difficult. For one thing, the ratio of motor 
to sensory fibres is very small - of the order of 5 to 5*000 in the 
meropodite, although the mass ratio would not be quite so small owing 
to the large size of the few motor fibres. Again, there are the inhibi­
tory fibres (3 of them in the meropodite) about which nothing has been 
said; also there is the fact already mentioned that the cell bodies of
I-ï'il
I
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the motor and sensory fibres are at opposite ends of the nerve - all the / 
sensory oells being situated peripherally, and the motor being in the 
OHS* How the position of the cell bodies is important for they contain 
most of the DHA. and KHA of the neurons, and therefore represent the site 
of most of the ohemioal building which the cells carry out* The cine- 
films of Villmar (private communication) and more recently Weiss (I96E) 
show pretty conclusively that axonal transport of material occurs, and  ^
it is not unreasonable to thinli of the metabolic precursors being absor­
bed mainly through the cell body surface, where the enzymes are situated, 
rather than through the axonal surface, and then passed along the axon.
If this be assumed, then, that the ^ HA is absorbed primarily through the 
somatic membrane, and passed dom the axons in its changed form, or even 
still as "^ HA to be metabolised in the axon, an explanation of the concen­
tration gradient can be given* Equal uptake in the two types of axon 
would mean initially a high concentration of radioactivity at each end 
of the nerve, where the cell bodies are, and a lower concentration in 
the length of the nerve which only contains fibres. This has to be 
qualified slightly in the partioula,r case studied here because the part 
of the nerve examined in fact contains neither type of cell bodys the 
peripheral parts of the nerve, however, are nearer to the sensory bodies, 
which are situated in or by sense organs distributed over the whole 
surface of the leg, than the central are to the motor, and hence the 
high concentration levels might be expected to reach the peripheral p8/rts.
>Vof the nerve examined sooner than the central parts. Moreover, it may 
be argued that in such a case, as time passes, the gradient wj.ll disappear
79
only to re-appear in the opposite sense, as the radioaotive substance
4i
absorbed by the axon for the period between the initial labelled, and !
subsequent non-label-led doses of HA passes along the fibres* One can
scaroely hope for suoh a olear pioture as this with the different speeds |'■M
of transport in different exons, etc., but some indication should be 
visible in the time course of radioactivity graphs (fig. 4)*
The results do show a gradient with the higher level peripherally, ■ ' 
but do not show any reliable signs of gradient reversal. In one case 
(crab 1?) it was seen after 36 days that the ratio of activity in the 
meropodite and propodite changed from figures consistently leas than 
unity to 2*74, but, as explained earlier, such is the variation between 
one leg and the next that no confidence can be placed in single oases 
like this*
Hence the tentative conclusion (subject to the assumptions about 
absorption and transport made above) may be drown that either both 1yp68, 
of fibre are taking up the % A  in equal amounts, or, less likely, that 
the sensory fibres are taking it up preferentially. It is almost oertalh', ' 
though, that the motor fibres are not especially involved in the matter. ,
The only way to olear up the indéoiâion of the above results was to , |
measure the uptake in single, identified axons and compare the two types.
As the sensory fibres are very small - they range in size from a oouple \
of down to l/lOth p. - a comparison was made between a single motor 4
fibre and a bundle, known to contain only sensory fibres, of the same 
diameter. The results from this work show quite definitely that there '
±B no difference detectable between the two types of fibre as regarde
80 s|
their uptaking The degree of blackening on the photographic plate
used for the assays did vary from one fibre or bundle to another, but j
this was due to the same reasons which led to differences in the résulté I
■ Iof the counting of extracts of whole nerve# When the fibres are classed
■'■4according to the arbitrary degrees of darkening devised, equal numbers . 
of sensory and motor fibres appear in each class* It should be possible* 4
of course, to detect a, gradient in single fibres by this technique, if
jone exists. In fact, the exposure caused by the radioactivity in any sone fibre over a length of a few centimeters was always the same along ' ;J
.1the whole length, except for three examples in which it appeared that ■■'II
there was less activity centrally than peripherally. It would seem, then,
that the hypothesis that there is a relationship between the motor axons ill
and là particularly is one which is best discarded, although it is also
■|!clear from the results that it is true to talk of a special relationship
'bet'ween the pesjipheral nerve as a ■vjhols and HA., tiheii its content is "-S4!related to other tissue. The nerves do take up là from the blood end 4:1* ■’■Î:raise the concentration of radioactivity in themselves to ten times that
of the blood and other tissues. It is not necessary, of course, to H
■Ienvisage an ‘active transport* mechanism, in the sense of transport up 
a concentration gradient, for this, for it may be that the là is eon- J|
verted into some other compound as soon as it enters the fibres, and 
thereby is effectively removed* The experiment with the in vitro fibres . ■W
was not designed to show, nor did it give any indications about the ;|l
Ipossibility of active transport*
•  ■‘•■'"
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The hloohemlstry of HA has been dlBcusBecl in the introduction, and 
there appears to be no known reason why nervous tissue should take up 
so much more HA than other tissues - about Inn times as much, in fact.
It has, of course5 no connection with nicotine, with its autonomic 
nervous system associations, add the one or two special facets of HA 
metabolism which are associated r/itli nervous tissue do not seem to 
explain this satisfactorily for example, HA derivatives are known to 
inhibit the hexokinase reaction in brain (kuriyama, 1962), and there is 
described too an excitatory activity in man for small doses, and an 
inhibitory effect for larger (Hikolov, 1962). In all cells, HA is used 
for the production of H/0) and HADP, the coenzymes, but far from being a 
process 'iidiich might be especially associated with nerve oells, the 
maximum concentration of these nucleotides would be expected to occur 
in those cells respiring at the highest level - i.e. the liver oells*
But far from containing more, the liver only contained one tenth as much 
activity as the leg nerve - that is, about the mean for the body. The 
brain and ventral ganglion oells took up very little, and in any case 
the ohemioal tests done on the extracted radioactive compound make it 
unlikely that it is either of these nucleotides.
The hydrolysis of the compound succeeded in splitting it into three 
ninhydrin-poa11ive substances. This, though not conclusive in itself 
(for, as already mentioned, any compound which contains three amino 
groups and any number of other groups might give this reaction when 
boiled with acid), taken \d-th the evidence of the Rf, the spot tests,
62/Ë
and such things as the response to T3T light after heating the paper 
strongly, suggests peptides* As there were only three amino residues 
detectëd after hydrolysis, it is probably a small peptide. There may, 
of course, have been more in oonoentrs/bions too small to be detected; 
sensitive though the ninhydrin reaction be. This raises the question 
why there is so much of the substance in the nerve. Generally speaking, 
peptides only occur in relatively small amounts - like insulin, for 
example - and yet the spot a,t F, when stained with ninhydrin, is among 
the three most dense on the paper. The other two, however, whioh compare § 
with it also give reactions for peptides, and they too have small Ef J 
(a = 0.03 and B = 0-05, fig, 11). |
The -GOOÏÏ group on the HA molecule is certainly the easiest, and
Jprobab3.y the first, to he lopped off. The excretion of NA in nearly all
14 Hoases leaves the pyridine ring intact, but the 0 in the acid group may
well leave the molecule before this. Generally, such an action would
result in the formation of carbon dioxide and thus body carbonate, which ÿ
14would mean that the oono entrât ion of 0 in any tissue would be small - 
and equal throughout the body. The fact that I found deteotable amounts 4^
of it in one tissue particularly makes this unlikely, therefore, ' ■ j
1A *4^The same arguments apply to the idea that the ’ 0 may be being
split off to become formate, and thenoe enter the aotive-carbon pool.
Buoh an action would result in there being a low, generally-equal level #
of activity in the body, ..#i...IThere is one report I have found of a bound form of HA, Barker I
• .4
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1
et al. (1962) describe the purification and some properties of *niaçinogen *^0Aa peptide hound with HA, and found in rice hr an. They find that it aon^ | 
tains 30^ peptide, glnoose and 2^ HA. Although it is ninhydrin- . ' j
positive, it also stains strongly v/ith Folin-Oiooalteau*s reagent (no. 10,
p, 58) which the spot F on the chromatograms did not. Moreover my tests 9^
3#on F for glucose were negative in contrast to their results, i|
There remains to explain the rise of activity level in the nerves 
and muscles from the legs with time (fig. 4), if this is a true result,
for there was only one dose of THA given, and that was followed hy two '4
and not an artefact depending on the scatter of results. It will he 
recalled that there appears to he this slow rise in the level of activity 41
' Min these two tissues, although the muscle level remains at about 1/10th 
that of the nerve. Clearly the body level generally cannot be rising, 41I
much bigger doses of ordinary lA, These washing-out doses mean too that 
it is unlikely that there is store of %fA in the body anyv/her© in par- 
tlcular, or even every;/here in general, for such a store would exchange 
rapidly ifith the non-lahelled acid, and after the second doses, the nerves 
would he accumulating virtually only non-labelled HA. The only expleaa- 'S| 
tion which will fit is one i^ioh depends on the nerves having quickly jsnatched the first, labelled HA and incorporated it into themselves - ,$0
maybe in a form akin to *niaoinogen* - but mainly in some part of them 
which is not included in the assay method used. From this region, the
radioactive compound then travels to the parts assayed as time passes*
' •This of course fits in with the idea of absorption being mainly throu^i ^i
'f
.f
Jthe somatic membrane, and idLth that of axonal transport of metabolites# -^i
fThe absence of a connection between HA and the motor transmitter is 
borne out by the results of the bio-assay methods used* The substance W
had an excitatoiy effeot on crab heart, it is true, but so do many other M
.Acompounds o Vhat is more interesting here is the fact that it had no ' i
.S-,
effect when injected into the closer muscle, in direct contrast to Factor 
8 of Van der Kloot which was "highly active in exciting the crayfish
closer muscle". Also he found that perfusates from active, but not %''i
inactive, legs were able to stimulate contraction in other legs. In the 
case described earlier here, perfusates from active and inactive legs 
alilce inhibited contraction in the assay preparation# But crude per- ■-%
fusâtes were used here collected and then immediately injected, whereas 
in Van der Kloot *s experiments the perfusates were subjected to consi- iIderable chemical processing before injection into the assay preparation# pj
and this may have not only separated out a small fraction, but introduced f|
#some foreign material. %
 i h  ü:'i - .ill_____________ ■
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IPolloifing on from the work deBoribed in the previous seotion, idiere
some aspects of the chemistry and physiology of sub stance F, a metabolite J|
of nicotinic acid extracted from crab nerves, were discussed, it was '
decided to measure the effects, if any, of subetanoe F wlien applied to
single axons of the crab, Oarcinus maenas. Once the apparatus for this W
-4:work had been set up, further studies on single axon physiology were J
conducted, such as, for example, the effects of different external ?'■
potassium concentrations. The motor axons furnish a sensitive physio- 
].ogioal assay method., for they exhibit a oharaoteristic response to 
direct current stimulation.
It has been known since the work of Biederman (1896) that orustaceaai -§ 
motor fibres are capable of firing repetitively when stimulated by a ■
'Imaintained, constant depolarising current* Hodgkin (1948) olassifled the
types of response into three groups I
"1* Axons which were capable of responding over a wide rang©
of frequencies (^-l^/seo*)# %
‘*2# Axons with a pronounced supernormal phase* This class
gave a train of impulses of frequency Y^-l^O/seo. 4%^
*which was relatively insensitive to the strength of If
the applied current *
"3* Axons with high threshold and low safety fActor "(diich
either failed to repeat or succeeded only if the : %
current stz'ength \fas much greater than rheaobase»**
Chapman (1963) has elaborated this classification by subdividing
i
"4%
■ --'4;
cy
each of the groups, and he also found that any one fibre might change 
from one group to another in the course of an experiment, Hodgkin notes
that the third group arc found when the preparation is damaged slightly,
or after some time in the seawater hath - even though the axon may have
been responding according to one of the other ways before* In contrast
to Wright and Coleman (1954) who found that an axon of one particular 
function always exhibited the properties of one particular class, and 
who correlated response with fujiotion in the animal, Chapman saw the,t 
any fibre in the crab leg might manifest any of the responses, and that 
it was not true to talk of the fast closer being in class 1, for example. 
Wright and Adelumn (1956) described how an increase in the external 
potassium concentration caused fibres which had previously exhibited a 
repetitive, response to become non-repetitive; they became in fact like 
the giant fibres of the ventral nerve cord in this respect, and also in 
that the local response was shortened* Lowering the external sodium 
h£td the same effects.
The nature of the sheath
One of the possible, though improbable, connections with the three 
responses obtained witli a, LG stiiaulus to a single axon, is the type of 
sheath around the fibre * The nature of the sheath in these tissues, as 
in all others, also introduces difficulties about the accessibility of 
the fibre to applied chemicals, Hany a doubtful result, for example, 
has been encouraged by the argument that access to the end-plate regions
18 hEird to aohieve and ensure. For tills reagon the sheatlig of named ^
axona have been examined here, and compared with the type of regponse ^
obtained from them, 'jCrab nerve fibres have a variety of types of sheath around them, 4^
as described by Horridge and Chapman (1964). The smaller fibres wore 
seen by them to be quite unsheathed, and in direct oontaot i\iith other 43
axons - and only other axons « whereas the larger motor fibres, of 20jp.
or more diameter, have a thick complex sheath around each fibre. :#
4ÊAccording to Young (1936) a 1 $ ^  fibre may be surrounded by a sheath "Y; 
guoh as to make the total diameter 80 p, but none of the fibres whidh
'#either Horridge and Chapman or 1 looked at had anything quite as big as 1^'
that* more usually a 20 jji fibre t-rould carry a 5jA thiok sheath#
The sheath of the large axon described by Horx-idge and Chapman con— 
sists of an outer region of alternating bands of sheath oells and extrA- 
cellu].ar material and a much smaller  ^inner pavement sheath ' of flattened 
oells, usually two deeu, whioh oomnletely enoirole the axon# The meeting;
of two such oells on the surface of the axon shows 0. hlgEily inter- .?f
digitating junotion which mi^t be up to 20 p in length. Moreover the 
width of th1.g junotion region is so oonstant that Eorridge and Chapman. 
conclude that they are not * channels * in the normal sense, but in fact 1
intercellular regions which are filled wit;a a rigid substance holding the Ç 
tifo oells apart, or, as they point out, together. They argue that as 
channels, the intercellular space is badly adapted* it is long and 
coHToluted, and alao ruas into the layers of the outer sheath. I■'•î
JJ
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Structure and permeability in other sheaths
As work has been done on the permeability of sheaths in other animals, 
it is of interest to note how they compare with those in Carcinus* The 
work of Hess (19589 196O) on the sheaths of the cockroach peripheral 
and central nerves shows that these fibres are surrounded by a sheath 
much smaller than the comparable fibres of Ginstaoea, and that there.'.is 
a considerable difference between the structure ox the sheaths in the 
peripheral and central nervous systems (as described by Twarog and Boeder, 
1956) and in other insects# Hoyle (1954) « for example, describes the 
sheath of the motor axons in the locust leg. These largo fibres share 
a common sheath consisting of big sheath cells surrounded by a thin 
neural, lamella and a fatty layer outside that. Although the cockroach 
sheath is thinner than that in Carcinus,, it is still considerable in 
size, and it is not surprising that desheathing a nerve lowers its 
threshold to applied chemicals* Both Roys (1958) and Twarog and Boeder 
found this to be the case using desixeo/tihed nerve cords in the cockroach, 
and Roys found that the sensitivity of the exposed nerve fibre was 
greater even than that of the ‘specialised* end organ to applied sodium 
chloride, and other substances. The effect of applying chemicals to a 
nomial nerve was qxialitatively the same as a desheathed nerve, but a 
higher concentration was needed to elicit the response,
In contrast to Roys, Hoyle (1953) found that in the locust the nerve 
sheath acted as an effective barrier to applied potassium. In the whole 
animal, the blood potassium level may change appreciably, and it is not
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BwepriBtag that the nenre sheath, has some part to play in protsoting the
!
axons from potagsium oonoentrations whioh would depolarise them to an |;l
extent which would render them non-conducting» The tracheolated membrane J 
round locust muscle only acted to delay the entry of potassium. |
Tifarog and Boeder'(1956) measured the time taken to block conduction. i 
in the oockroach nerve cord by raised potassium# They found that if thé 
cord were desheathed the time fell from twenty minutes to twen'by seconds# I 
Likewise the recovery from this treatment when the bathing solution was 
returned to normal was greatly reduced by desheathing*
It should be noted in passing that the term * do shea thing *, used by 
both Boys, and Ükfarog and Boeder in the work quoted above, is really of  ^j
irather vague meaning# Ibcactly how exposed the nerve fibres are once thé -.j
..4|outer sheath has been removed is not clear, but presumably they still 
have their individual sheaths# It may be noted here that all attempts '
to ^desheath* the single motor axons of Gareinua have failed* the sheath' 
is so closely attached to the fibre that any attempt I have made has 1
killed the axon. i
Treheme * s recent work (1961, 1962) on the permeability of cockroach ! 
nerve cord to ions is also of interest in this connection# His conclu- j 
Bions are somewhat in contrast to those of Hoyle and IPwarog end Eoedésp,
■ Mfor he finds that the sheath around the coclcpoaoh nerve cord is highly^  |
permeable to sodium ions. The loss of sodium from a nerve cord previously 4oh, ""isbelled wi.th Ha" ' was seen to be in two carts: a fast component (half ,4I!time, 33 seconds and unaffooted by metabolic inhibition), and a j
fi
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slower component which vas dependent upon metahollsm, He shoved that 
the faster part is due to the exchange of ions 'between the external 
solution and the extraoellu3.ar spaoe inside the central nervous system^ 
The slower phase vas due to the movement of ions out of the oells of 
the oentral nervous system. Tn a private oommunication, he expanded 
this idea hy putting forward the hypothesis that the sheath itself 
contained ions ‘hound* to the protein molecules there, hut which could 
exchange easily and rapidly ifith Ions on either side of the sheath.
Thus oonoentrations could he quickly shifted from one side to the other ' 
hy means of a ‘cliain* movement, although the ions themselves might not 
move more than a little ifAy.
Hess (1958) points out that in many ways the oockroach and vert^ ?* 
hrate srheaths are comparable. Work on the permaability of the vertéb^^àte 
sheath hy Shanes and Berman (1955) shows that sodium passes out of a toad 
axon labelled with Ha as from a oookroaoh nerve cord at an initially 
fast approx. 2 minutes) and a subsequently slower approx,
8 minutes) rate, Much the same pattern vas seen by ICmjevio (1955)? 
Huxley and St&npfli (1951) believe that changed external potassium 
concentrations are transmitted to the inside of the myelinated frog 
axons in legs than one second, Kato (1936) shoved that cocaine blocked 
conduction in a time of this order.
Work on the permeability of the squid giant axon by Tasaki (l963g 
Tasnki et al., I96I) shoved that in tho resting fibre both potassium a 
sodium may pass in or out of an axon, but there is no distinotion in
9 f
this work between the axon membrane and the sheath, Villegas and Ville^& 
(i960) have desoribed the she@,th of the giant axon whioh in some respeots 
rese#)les that of Caroinus motor axons. Immediately around the axon iB 
a layer, about 1 thiok, of flat 8oh\fann oells whioh are penetrated hy 
slits passing from the ëxtraoellular space to the connective tissue layâf" .^ 
outside. The slits may be up to 4#3 n long for they meander between t W  
two boundaries and although their usual tfidth is 6o2, they appear to 
olose doivn when the external medium is made hypotonic, suggesting that 
they are actively responsible for the passage of ions and water to and 
from the axon. The same authors have also calculated Arillegos et al.,
1963) the theoretical equations to explain their observed diffusion 
through the barrier and conclude that apart from pores in the axolemma 
4 - 4 radius, there are Channels through the Schwann oells '^ diich are 
of the same dimensions as those described above for the slits#
IPermeability of Carcinus, sheath
The complexity of the sheaths of the motor axons of Carcinus is 
greater than those of the nerve cord in Periplanata, but it might well 
be, none the less, that the passage of ions aoross them has to be under-: 1-
stood in much the same manner as Treherne suggests for the cockroach#
That they are permeable to potassium, and easily so, is shown by two
observations* Hodgkin and Huxley (194?) saw that surrounding a sin^A
■ ’4axon with paraffin oil made a great difference to the electrical proper- 4 
ties of the axon - due to the fact that such treatment great3y reduced
9)43
idle 0:^ "the eeecwsitei' ILsgre:? «aixatmcl idie jTllxce, tdisKfenbgr ^ gceai/lar
:L%u33%38U33ji&f 1i%K3 (sfBbcrb (ijT Ek ggiireii c[uui%rbi"b3r cxT poiaiEisdLwai tAiixih %K)iClcl jLeedk 
jTixam idle i%Lb:ce d.Ta2Klry2 aaytiLvyLigr, jllsao a dbeoireaae in 'blie fsdUae OuT j3#:ll&G
du3?l"ag a i-’epetitiTe tirain. is often seen, and is diie presimably to the
iao(3%UBiLLGrbi.()%L o:C ïHDtaasduüDi Ewrcmiwï bïie iaa&oii. Ihwt (Bhewomazi zreixiarbGki ttuai; -31
(& oiioaigps :l& tdie eacteznsLl jpcrtew98:ltu& ileii "bo gppGwat cdizBigpBG 3J& "Gkwa Tsacozi Î
]p3?GQpe:E'ibi.ei3, eaicL ]Ic%%3?ijiaye %%rwi CBiegpmaai (asuLcfULLErbecl Idbuai; 2iiMk€%r CKCwa
ImpTilee, imleee the leaked potaaeiim ooiild esoape to the ezteimal médit## 
the oon#€wr&ratio& eoroTand tha j&Ubpe * jjw&hle the edMw&th, the& jUa *
DU)%%3 ibhatEL d()tü)l(3, ]&8j?gG (H)zw3€Hii%rsrbà.ioii (diewigpee o:F GkuLs cKCdkaar aqre o:ft@&
big enough to render the fibre inexoitable (see below; Wright and 
Adelman# 195^)*
Sohmitt (19;$7) proposed fotir modela for imderstanding the relatiohf'
ship between the axon and its environment* first of these ooneidora 
i#i6 qa#e iwiieaze t&ke laocon zLs in (iireist cforrbeici; tclidi ttie tjzuwa (%Bd%csic<sl]LtCLQa* 
medium# and is clearly not applicable in the oase of the orab motor 
jCiJbanss %clidi ktusjue ocrnqpliste cwncl cioBiplUsa; ediew&iüis, %3ie cxttieq? idhiMse enijBgs&Bif
roles for the Schwann cell in varying degrees of importances
(a) Tükueare idie s&a&on :l8 iLci (%3%iQnA%Li(3e;bduoii lai/tli 'blie €c%i%c%&4W3].lii3.ia3?
B]pGW3@ tdiixyuygli cdiaaiBueliS Tie'ttwaGoi "the kScdrwK&rm oeJULe;
(b) the same as (a), bnt i-rith the Schvmnn cells acting like
s
'4
porters and maintaining the passage composition of the 
channel ; and
(o) in whioh there is no direct link between the axon and the
QxtraoGllular apace ^ but in whioh all the ionic flow
1
,ato and from the axon takes place throngh and across the
Sohwànn cells, I
If the oonclusion of îlorrlâge and Chapman, about the ^ohaimele* In 
the inner pavement sheath, that they are in fact filled with a cement 
substance9 is correct# the only version of Schmitt*s models which is 
appropriate is the last, The idea that cells might work in a sort of 
(push-pull* symbiotio manner is one which has been developed very attraç- 
tively by Villmer (19^0), and it oould be that there is such a rneohanism 
at work here. Willmer has shown that cells may be broadly divided into 
two classes dopendlng on vdiether they primarily take up or pump out ion$ 
through their ^veget^* or (animal* poles, and also that a nerve cell 
derived from one of these types is accompanied by a Schwann cell of the 
other, and vice versa.
If the last of Schmitt*s models, whore the changes in the extra- 
axonal space are closely controlled by the Schwann cells, be acoepted, 
then, as being applicable to the orab motor fibres, it is oleor that 
the idea that the constitution of that space is the same as the consti­
tution of the extracellular space proper (wherever that be) has no 
foundation. Indeed there are no figures available vhioh indicate the 
oonoentration of substances in the extra-axonal apace, and we are left 
in the dark completely about what may bo there « E'er is there very much 
iiiformation oJbout how easily compounds may pass across thi.s complex 
structures whether it forms a completely impermeable barrier to some 
ohemioals, idiether there is active transport of the chemicals that èo 
get across, or whether there is, after all, easy access to the axon 
membrane. It is not far-fetched to assooiate the complex: sheath of
. .i '
Anjjnalg with the fact that their hloocl oonoentration is liable to ohsmget (
.4this will he discussed further later* IIt is interesting to note, finally# that Tobias (19^8), working on j
isolated lobster peripheral fibres found ihat if these were left in ^
seavfater for three hours» the structure of the sheath changed considerably# 
although no corresponding electrical changes were noted# Moreo^ ber# if 4^
the fibresr were left in a solution of trypsin or <»e.Gh)motrypS3n, they 4were still electrically excitable long after the sheath had been quite 
destroyed. A solution of phospholipase A or G# on the other hand#
quickly rendered the axon unexoitable, but had no visible effects on
■ithe structure of the sheath. It is a pity that no measurements were
made of the effect of changing the external ionic concentrations in
1#axons knov/n to have little or no sheath left ebout them.
In this part of the thesis work is described in which the sheaths '-'T'
of named motor axons from Garqinus were examined. The work of horridge 
and Chapman (196A) suffers from this lack* that they only show picture^ ^  
of, and describe one pair of axons, tho identity of which is not clear,
Also described here are the results of experiments designed to show 
the pez'meability of the sheath to various compounds, and the effect they jg 
liave on the repetitive response, and to attempt to throw some light on 
the question of whether the sheath controls the composition of the 
extra-axonal space, or allows it to follow the larger extracellular ' |Ispaoe. I
I.
i
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îîiatology
The first histology of single axons was attempted using wax seotions, 
hut this was soon abandoned in favour of araldite as an embedding medium* 
After axons had heen fixed and embedded in wax, even if they were pre­
viously stained strongly, they were rarely seen again.
Single axons were dissected out most oarefally, identified and 
sucked up in a small drop of seawater in o. pipètte. They were then 
extruded into a solution of gluteraldehyde in filtered seawater buf­
fered with phosphate to pH 7«4* This way, undue strain on the axon 
during transport from one dish to another was avoided. After fixing for 
half an hour, the axons were transferred to a solution of osmic acid 
in seawater to colour them black.
After partial dehydration tlirough ascending concentrations of 
alcohol, the specimens were left in acetone, whioh had been previously 
stored over metallic calcium, and a. piece of metallic calcium placed 
alongside the axon. For the short time the calcium and the acetone are 
in contact, reaction between them is negligible, though after longer 
periods by-products are foimed* The dried mcons were then placed in a 
2 ^  solution of araldite in acetone for a couple of hours, and thus 
through ascending concentrations of araldite until they reached the 
100^ mixture where they remained for 2k hours or longer, so that the 
araldite might fully penetrate. The blocks were cured in an oven at
65^0 on a piece of polythene in a watch glass for a further 24 hours*
When set, the blocks were transparent and about the sii&e of a farthing# 
and they ooiild be conveniently trimmed down# as the specimen was easily 
seen. They were mounted on wooden dowel with sealing wax ready for 
cutting in a Porter-Blhm microtome*
Sections of up to 0*^ thick were ont and transferred in a drop 
of 5^ acetone in distilled water to a clean slide. These were then 
quickly dried on a hot-plate at about 70^ 0 and the sections stained at 
this temperature with a solution of tolnidene blue in saturated borax. 
Photographs were taken with a box camera using Ilford 0- 30 plates and 
yellow light. Some phase contrast piotures were also taken using a 
Zeiss camera and microscope»
Fleotrode systems
An excellent method of applying substanoes to an artifioMlly 
produced node on an isolated orab axon is the pipe electrode system.
The set-up was essentially that described by Hodgkin in 1947 with some 
of the modifications of Chapman (I963) and one form is shown in fig, 18* If
T\fo holes were made in a polythene pipe, P# diomietrioally opposite 
eaoh other, and of diameter about 60 n. This size was chosen after 
careful trials with other sises between 40 and 200 u for a balance has 
to be reached betvfeen two factors: if the hole is large, seawater frpm
within the pipe leaks out along the axon and reduces considerably the 
shunting resistance around the fibre - H . This can be reduced by
%s
Indifferent
electrode
/// KGl agar
Fig. 18 Drawing and plan of the pipe electrode 
system. For details of use see text.
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inoreasing the anotion applied to the pipe (see helow) when the paraffin 
around the fibre is drawn into the hole8, but such a technique is liable 
to exert damaging tensions on the axon. It may even sueK the axon away 
altogether if it is not seourel^ r anchored in foroepe. If on the other 
hand the holes are muoh smaller than 60 ^  the diffioulty of threading 
the axon through is inoreased, and often the membrane is rendered non*- 
repetitive if not inexoitable*
To thread the axon, a 20 ii stainless steel wire was first passed 
‘through the holes and then doubled back on itself to form a loop thro^h .d
which the out end of the axon could be placed. On withdrawing the wire #
the axon is thus draim, through the pipe, and although that part of it 
in immediate contact with the wire is usually damaged^ gentle pulling |j
on the end of the axon enables a fresh part to be drawn into the pipe# 
Sodgkin*8 method of threading a hair through the pipe suffere from t%vo 
drawbaoks: the difficulty of finding haira fine enough, and then getting
such through the pipe their suppleness militated against that# 'Wi
Solutions were introduced into the pipe from burettea attached via \
a
polythene tubes to the inlets, I, Flow through the pipe was controlled m 
both by the burette taps and by the suction applied to the outlet, 0^  
but was usually such that the time taken for solution to pass fa?om the 
openings of the separate tubes to the site of the axon was 80 ms when 
the large (1 mm diameter) pipe %fas used, or $0 or 20 ms when the smaller 
pipes (0*8 and 0«5 ma) were used.
The outlet communicated with a large reservoir whioh could be
. .. «3 |
,evaouated: usually it vas suffloient to partially evacuate this at the
beginning of an experiment and then isolate the system from the pump as fa largo suction was noither neoessar^ '' nor desirable for the reasons 
given above.
Bach end of the tlzreaded axon tzas olampod in a pair of forceps
mounted on manipulators and two wick electrodes introdiicod to the axon, A
'one each side of the pipe, which were also mounted on a manipulator^
Tliese electrodes were made hy threading an 8 cm length of pyre% gluss rÏtubing (for pulling mioroelectrodes) with a length of cotton which
"Iprotruded at one end for about 0*$ oms, and with a long length of sllyey .ÿ? 
/^ire which protruded from the other end and was soldered to the
fier leads. The length and thickness of the wire was made as great as 
conveniently possible to increase the surface area and thus minimise 
polarisation effects. Tlie tube was then filled with KOl-agar which 
held the cotton and wire in place, and stiffened the cotton where it 
stuck out of the tube* The tube ims surrounded by screening %flre, and 
covered then with a polythene sheath.
Once the electrodes were in place and oonnected, the seawater in 
the bath was replaced with lig.uid paraffin, and o, O'l^ solution of icocaine applied to the axon outside the pipe to render it non~oonduotiMg4 
Some paraffin could be sucked into the pipe to reduce the shunting 
resistance of the seaifater film around the fibre. Tho distance between 
pipe and wicks was made fairly large (^  mm) to avoid complications from 
the 2 mm axon space "-constant.
. ... .
Prior to the use of viok electrodes, the system of chambera ahovn ' vi0In fig. 18 used, but this proved to be unsatisfactory because of the 
larger amount of manipulation required to mount the axon, and because 
of electrical leakages betireen the pipe (indifferent electrode) and the 
other two electrodes (P and S) mounted on the same perspex block, Poth 
these factors were reduced by the use of wicks*
Solutions
The seawater laed for dissection and experiments in this section 
was made in the same way, and for the same reasons as doBoribed on 
pp. 23#^, Changes in the potassium level were made by exohanging 
potassium chloride with sodium chloride to the regni^'ed amount, so as 
to keep the total molarity constant. Shanes (1946) reported that such 
a method r^Qulted in osmotic effects whioh produced swelling in the 
nerve, (md a^ delayed recovery from potassium treatment, but his e%peri"- 
ments were conducted over periods of up to half an hour using ivhole 
nerve, whereas those described here exposed single sxons to potassium 
solubion for never more than one minute; end recovery was always of 
the same order of time as was the appearanoe of the potassium effects#
In the initial experiments, axons %fera washed in Isotonic sucrose 
to remove the seawater film outside the axon, and thus prevent conduor 
tion, but folloi'Tlng a report from Hodgkin that such led to hyperpolayi- 
sation which affected the repetitive response of the axon, the practice
1was disooîitinued in favour of cooaine, LikewiBO applioation of KOI to ^
■ 4
the axon in an attemnt to measure the clemaroation Potential was stopped sin case the depolarisation affected the membrane inside the pipe. I
During the experiment the axon was surrounded outside the pipe "by %^{
liqiiid paraffin ohtainod loo ally hut not stored for more than a month 
following a report from Chapman (1963) that a change In the oil ooourred
after some time, to render it toxic to the exons.
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Circuits
Recording of the membrane add action potentials was made throu^ 
a two-ohannel differential pre-amplifier with negative oapaoity (Dak,
19$8) to oorreot for distortion caused hy the capacity of the leads 
between preparation and amplifier# The outputs ftpom this were viewW,. 
on one (differential) channel of a lagand oscillosoope, whilst on the |
other channel current flowing through the preparations could be monitored I 
(fig, 19)4 A battery arrangement was used to get a suitable DO level 1
for vio'yring on the former#
Square pulses were fed into the preparation from a two-^ohannal ii
Tektronix pulse generator triggered either from the time-base of the 
oscilloscope (which conveniently put the pulse at the same time on each 
sweep) or, when moving film recording meant that the time-base was 
switched off, from a Tektronix wave-form generator whose pulse interval 
could be varied continuously from 0^1 ms to 10 seconds# One channel 
of the pulse generator was used to produce negative (hyperpolarising)
*
Ipulses for measurement of membrane resletanoe, and the other positive ^
(depolarieing) pulses to produce aotlon potentials# The length of the 
pulee v^as usually 40 meecs. All the results desorihed later were taken 
from healthy (l*e. propagating with good action potentials) axone, hut 
it "vjae also of interest to look at lees healt3]y axons and a battery $
circuit, shown in fig. 19, enabled low-reeietanoe preparations to he
hyperpolarised and thus produce spikes# An integrating circuit near
the preparation was used to square-up the corners of the square pulses.
-f':
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Prior to the advent of the Tektronix pulse generator, a home-made %3flip-flop circuit was used which produced single pulses of variable 
duration and height. It fed to the preparation through a &adiofrequenoy %
isolation unit (Schmitt and Duhbert, 1949) and was powered by a 3%ome-mado 
power pack, Likeifiee before the Hagard was available, the extra gain 
required with the use of a Gossor oscilloscope was achieved by a ^ihome-made pre-amplifier#
PulsQB wer® recorded from a slave cathode-ray tube on Ilford R 55 
oscilloscope film - either single frames, or moving film. Spikes cannot 
be filmed very satisfactorily with moving film, but an attempt at 
Z-modulation of the trace (feeding the output from the osollXoBoope 
plates, amplified, back on to the cathode to brighten the pulse at eaWi 
spike) failed because of reciprocal attenuation of the bri^tness on the Iscreen after eaoh spike. .'6
To the burette used for supplying the potassium solution, the %
output i^om a low-frequency osoillator irma fed. This way a 10-oyole
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Fig» 19 Sohematio dravdng of the circuits used with
the pipe electrode»
slue wave ifaa seen oi% the axon ourreat t^aoe uhea the tap at the hottom g 
of the burette ifae open, ae the Indifferent eleotrode wae eituated ia 
the pipe 18)* -^ 8 explained above, the time taken for the '
potaeeium solution to arrive at the a%on after the beginning of the 
sine wave was never more than 80 me.
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The structure of the sheath
Examination of named single azons from the ora^ ) leg nerve 
carried out as desoribed on p, 21, Using thin eeotions and hi^'-power 
oil immersion, it is poesible to make out the layers of the sheath 
easily but not, of course, to see the detailed structure described by 
Horxddge and Chapman (1964) who used the electron microscope# Thus the 
inner oell layer seen by them to oonslst of flat glial cells, one or 
two deep, appeared under the light microscope as a thin dense layer 
immediately around the axon#
With this limitation in mind, however, it is possible to say from 
the light microscope pictures here, that the sheaths of eaoh of the 
motor axons in the leg are all the same. Also that the sheath around 
the larger non^motor fibres looks very similar to that around the motor 
axons, Figs. 20 and 21 show transverse sections of the opener, closer 
and bender axons. They are all of comparable size, and the variety of 
shape may be attributed to changes occurring in the fixation. On 
account of the delicacy of the tissue, it was very difficult to prevent 
the fibre from flattening at some stage in the dehydration or embedding, 
and most of the first sections cut were of fibres which hod become 
ribbon-like instead of the normal cylindrical shape. Eorridge and 
Chapman draw attention to the fact that fibres are not necessarily 
round in cross-section, but it is nrobable that the large motor fibres
B0^0 ZO x%K> t p a n a v e r m c  m e c t i o i i #  oC  t * * e  ^ « u i « r  aum m ##  
(4) %m# tAloin vlta phA#« oontramt# lu both tho mtolo
1» iL^  *
Fig. 2.1 T.s. Opener (a) and closer (b) axons# Scale
equals 10^ .
are oylindrloal in yiyo# for disseoting thorn under the hinooulaa^
they never appear enarthing burb that; that is, thoy always appear to 
he of cons tant width «
It wae also difficult; using the % 100 oil immersion lens, to 
photograph sections i^ fhich were accurately/- in focus, hut the pictures in 
figs, 20 and 21 show clearly the inner sheath layer, consisting of the 
flattened layer of glial cells, and the outer fibrous layer of loose 
fibres between larger sheath cells. The average thiokness of the sheath 
around a 20 u fibre is 2
In the bundle shoxvn in fig. 22, although slightly out of focus, 
four large axons can be seen. One of these was known to be the opener, 
by stimulating it before removal from the leg. VJhen dissecting, there 
are always seen with the opener two other large axons -^ diich are immedi­
ately next to it. It is suggested that these others ore the two 
inhibitory oxons lAlch supply the opener muscle - one of Wiich is 
common to all the muscles of the last three segments (fig- la). At a 
section more proximal than the one shown in fig. 22, there were only 
three large axons in the bundle, but by this stage the coimon inhibitory 
has divided to supply the stretcher and/or bender. As far as one can 
toll from this photograph, all the fibres have the same typo of sheath#
Changes/. ..
Fig# 22 T#S# bundle containing opener axon# The other three 
large axons are always seen with the opener when dissecting,
and are presumably inhibitory#
$13
Changes in. axon environment
(a) Changes in external potassituu. V/lien the potassium ion 
concentration around a single motor axon (K ) was changed over a email 
area of the fibre by means of the pipe electrode system described earlier, 
the weXl-loaown membrane effects were seen# The membrane conductance 
rises (resistance falls reciprocally) and the membrane potentials E , 
changes to a new resting level# The greater the increase in the 
greater were the effects, as is shown in fig. 24# It will be noted that 
this preparation follows the usual pattern for animal colls (e.g* Shanes, 
1948, for orab nerve ; Hodgkin, 194?, for isolated squid ancons) where 
the relationship between log and E is linear only over the range of 
high potassium concentrations i.e. outside the physiological range#
At low concentrations 5 those which are normally present in the extra­
cellular spaoe, the slope of the graph is smaller, and may reverse, The 
meaning of this is discussed further below.
Another interesting observation also came out of these experiments: 
when the potassium solution is applied, the change in E occurs over a 
definite and measurable time, Tliis time, determined by recording the 
shift in the E trace of the oscilloscope on fast-moving film, was seen 
to be different for each potassium oonoentration applied, being shortest 
for highest va,laes of X , A plot of the time taken for the effect to 
appear after application of the potassium against log concentration 
(fig, 23) shows however that the relationship is not simple, but has a 
peak value when tlie external potassium is raised to three times its
m
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lïonml valtio. This time iaolmles the very short period "before any effect t 
±8 seen at all» beoaiiBG of the time taken for the new eolntlon to reach 
the a%on after the taps are tnmed, although this is never more than 
80 ms (see p. 100), Apart fron the peak at 30 ri'I, the relationship is 
more or less exponontial, es far as can be dednoed from the points on 
fig. 23 a,nd othere taken bnt not sho-vm. in that fignre, both for the total'f. 
and half-latency, tdiere these terms are nsed to refer to the period ove?^   ^
which and (membrane resistanoe) are changing. !Dhe term half-latency,,]
was taken as the time in ir/hich the membrane potential ohanged. 
half I'jay towards its new resting level, and was mnoh easier to measnre ï
than the total latency ( L . s i m p l y  because the effect was alow i:
and (with smiall oonoentration changes) small, and because the film was 
moving fast) to obtain reasonable resolution between spikes ^ the trace ^
might only shift by a millimetre in 30 cms of film. The change in B 
and E followed an ei^ gponential-liko ourye (figs. and 26) whioh meant '■I iîthat ÏV,  ^was much less than half h  «0"5 t
In figs. 2^ and 26, a plot is made from one aacon only of the time 
course of changes in and for different concentrations of potassium .(
around the fibre. Although this only shows the results from one experi­
ment, every oonoentration was tested three times on the aocon» and the 
shape of the curves, are quite typioal of all the ten a%ons tried. Badh 1-|
concentration tried three times on eaoh fibre, and although these <
three tests were usually done consecutively, the order in "^ diioh the
%different concentrations were tried varied from one a%on to the next,
3
Figs* 26 26 (following page); The time course of
the action of different external potassium oonoentrations 
on menibrane potential end resistanoe respectively. The 
figures to the right of the upper, and on the lover 
diagrsm give the factor "by which E has been changed from 
normal saline. The solutions were applied for the solid 
part of the curve, and washed off during the broken part# 
The results shown here were obtained from one axon^ but 
are quite typical of all tried. Ordinates; upper, 
membrane potential ohange (depolarisation do-vmwards); 
lower, membrane resistance relative to value in normal 
saline.
mv
isot.
4 8 12 secs
isob.
8 12 16secs
ezoept for isotonio EOl TThioh alirays tried last.
Wlien the potaseiuni Golntioa was waohed off) the fibre reoovered 
with much the eame time course as ivheu tlie potassium ijas applied* That 
is to ga^) h was usually the same at *ou^  azicl 'off*, waa almost 
always slightly longer at 'off*, eepocially with the higher oonoentratiouèv/: 
of potassium. Recovery of and from isotonic 1(01 was always vecey . i 
prolonged, and usually Tzashing had to be coutiuued for more than five
'iminutes* However, even lAen B and R, had returned to their former 4m m ,
value% the threshold for spike production, or, in the case of a repeti- |:
tively firing a%on, the repetitive response, usually remained avzay from
its former level for some minutes, I
It will be noticed in figs. 25 and 26 that the change in both IL 'I
and H is less with three times ÎC than with two times, end that the |o '
time taken for the effect to appear is longer. This was always seen i^ lth -i 
every axon tested.
.gpijke hed^tj^ Raising the potassium conoentration eqzound the 
axon to three or more times its norma,! level stopped any action potentials 
which were produced by the depolarising pulse applied to the axon: often,, 
twice normal potassium had the same effect# The time taken for thiC 
disappearance varied with different concentrations, but was closely .'Srelated to the latency for meinbrane resistance changes al^ady described*
'The size of the spike was reduced by increased K , and increased in^potassium-free solutions, as would be expected from the ionic theory of 11
the action potential* In one or two oases, the effect on spke height
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was seen during the period of a repetitive response, and one such 
Is shoim in fig. 2?.
I(b) Ap^Uprtion of^dlid’feosfegaçl^  A 8t#y was made of the o#fe#f:| 
on the single fibre preparation of the meteholio inhibitor dinitrophenol 
(DKP). As is shown in fig* 28 the same results obtained as had 
previously been desoribed for . single myelinated frog nervs fibres 
(Oomura and Zashimu#,, 193%i)" Sühe threshold stimulation for the
■■■'•■•prbduotion of one spike rises slowly when tlie DRP is applied in a son- -g
oentration of 10"^* Solutions of lower oonoentration than this were '3
not seen to have any effect in the time over which igiey were applied, 
but as they only affected the azEon slowly., it may well be that had they" 0^
wbeen left on for lohger periods, similar results would hove been obtained
:l
(o) J # à  .g- m e  effeot of awzoTrn- g
ding the a%on with the above substanoes was looked at briefly* In 
aqqordance with the observations of others (e.g# Raohmansohu, iP$9)f 
aoetyl#Loline (AOh) did not have any effoot when applied to the fibre 
in oonôeutrations of up to 10 " gms/ml, probabZy for the same reasons < 
as those given by Bhohmansohn) that the AOh, being insoluble in 
does not enter the membrane. As he says, this observation is of no 
relevance to the arguments for and against the essential role of AOh in ■" 
nervous transmission.
?or the same reason possibly, substance F, the çompoimd eluted from
'I
:l
10
5 0 lOO ISO 200 250minutes
Fig 28 The effect on relative threshold for the 
production of a single . spike in an isolated motor 
axon (ordinate) of dinitrophenol. The drug was 
applied for the time indicated by the horizontal 
line from 30 to 105 minutes®
ohrom^ogrma as la the jpo# of #la theeio^ hacL no
dbaeyvea offeote when e^plleâ to motoy m o m  In. oonoeat&'atiom i&loh 
notably aqoelerated. oW) heart oontraOtlone,
application of 0A3A too iii m t  bring #ont any notlOeablo ohango 
in tho fibre propertiea# % e  threeholi for proiimtion of one epike 
remained as aid. the number and, freqneney of the #ik08 in a
Ëfepetitive reepome to a greater depolarization.
"'1
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Prom the hietologloal %forh deecribod earlier it ie probable that 
all the motor mons in the leg nerve of Oarolniio are eiirromidecl by the 
same type of sheath® Certainly when thin sections are examined by the 
light micro scope 9 no differences can be detected which are not immedi­
ately attributable to an artefact such as fixation shrinkage,5 for 
example, !Uhe gnestion i^yas raised earlier as to -viiether the sheath h W  
any oonneotion -vfiüi the type of repetitive response of the aacon^  which 
Vright and Coleman (19^^) thonght to be oho.raoteristio of a parti 
fibre, but from this result it would seem that such an idea is unlikely 
to be correct, Moreover, Oha#mn*s work (l9^3î strongly suggests that 
it is not helpful to talk of one response being associated with one 
axon, for, as noted before, he saw one fibre exhibiting two or more 
types of raaponse. Indeed the vîhole question of olassification of 
responses idiioh axons may give to a maintained depolarisation is one 
which, to my mind, is not very helpful. Oiapman*s sib-division of the 
three types of response w s  oriticised by Hodgkin (private coimmmioa
on the grounds that the types Chapman sair were probably a prodtuct of his j
recording conditions particularly the use of sucrose solution to rendeagb^
the axon outside the pipe noU'-conducting, which, by hyperpola^lsing the 
axon, probably caused its response to change. %.e fact that (i) Eodgküi 
admits that recording conditions may affect the response obtained;
' '
3:2ÿ i
(ll) Chapman saw fibres change from one type to another; and (ill) the ! 
olaas 3 fibres (those whloh did not repeat except with ve%y lar^e ourrents^j 
appeared when diaseetion had been rough, or when the axon had been mounted^;
' Iunder experimental oonditlonB for some time, strongly suggests that all -j 
the olassifioation may be capable of explanation in terms of faotore j
idiioh normally do not have any part to play in "Wie fibre in vivo, but 
Which, as yet, are unknown. :
It is of interest to note here that it was extremely difficult to 
make an axon repeat when it had been mounted in a thin pipe, [Dhree '«
types of pipe were usedt of diameters 1"0, 0*8 and mm. With the .1
largest of these, all axons except those whioh had been damaged in some 
way (manifested too by their short life) repeated aooording to the mannC:;|r ^  
described by Hodgkin as Class 1: fibres idiioh would respond over a lar^ :
range of freguenoies, depending on the siae of the depolarisation. With i 
the smaller siaes the appearance of anything except a single spike shortly 2 
after the beginning of the depolarising pulse -vw wre, and with the ^
smallest siaed pipe only seen once or tvd.oe altogether# A parallel maÿ
.i
be drawn here with vertebrate physiology; fgog myelinated fibres will i
fire repetitively to a steady depolarisation, if three or four nodes of ^
kanvier are stimulated at the same time (Oômura, private communloatlon)»
.. -1Any number less than this will only give a single spike when depolarised, ' |
irrespective of the pulse sise# It is as if in crabs too a large area %
of membrane is necessary before more than a single spike is obtained; a 1 
large area, that is, iiWch may no longer be oonsidered as uniform.
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more nearly uniform the membrane bocomes, as when the stimulated area 
is reduced by use of a smaller pipe, or, in the case of the frog fibre, 
by reducing the number of nodes, the more difficult it is to make the 
fibre fire repetitively.
It is also by analogy with frog nerve fibres that the action of 
hhP on crab axons may be understood, It is Imoim that the nerve fibre 
membrane is far from passive and that the term ’resting’ potential is 
something of a misnomers Oomura and Hashimtira (l95^) showed that when 
BIP was applied to the nodes of these fibres the threshold rose. Ihey 
also showed (l95%.) that whereas pyruvate applied to the axon lowered 
threshold, this effect was abolished by DEP, The lowering of the thres­
hold was accompanied by an increase in both oxygen consumption and 
membrane potential, ATP also serves to lower the threshold of a frog 
axon (Oomura and Hashimura, 1953? Caldwell and Keynes, i960). The 
membrane is actively burning material (protein) to provide energy to 
maintain the electrochemical gradients across it, and the action of DEP, 
by uncoupling the oxidative phosphorylation mechanisms, quickly lets the 
membrane run down. As this happens, the membrane resistance also falls^ 
and thus a given depolarising current pulse passing now through a smaller 
resistance will cause a smaller potential change. Hence that which 
previously had been sufficient to lower the membrane potential to the 
critical depolarisation level for spike production can no longer do so, 
and the observation is made that the threshold has risen. Strictly 
speaking, this may be considered to be incorrect, for the critical
7 i /  ■ a. , A ' . , V*- ’ . .' -■■■ ■!■ ' ,  *' '■ ■ . j ’ - ' ' ' \  . .f, . -■' -..V i 1 4  f '  '," ■
\
depolarization level may Veil remain imohanged even after the applloatlonr 3 
of DEP. Gertainly these experiments do not throw any light on that, $
Eaohmansohn’s thesis of the generali'by of the aotion of AOh in Ji
■ ÿ
nervous conduction prompted the spplioation of that drug to the motor\ . fi
axons described above. As mi^t have been expected, no effeot was noted^ 
although as Eachmansohn takes pains to point out (19^9) this has no 
adverse effects on the theory# He has shoivn in fact by labelling A0h
with that when it is applied to squid axons, the AOh does not enter
■ , 1the axon to more than a trivial extent, whereas the unoharged tertiary 
amine eserine does enter the axon# By similar argument, any effect 
which either GABA or substance 3* might have on the axon could be prevmi"' ,s
ted by permeability oonsiderations, and a negative result is no indioa-
-3tion that they are not having an effect# GABA %vas tried because of its 
connection with the inhibitory transmitter in Qrustaoea; it is known ;'Î
to have an effeot on the nerve as well as the mmole membrane at the <
■ ; :end-plate region# Hubstanoe P is also a oonstituent of peripheral nerve,
■Iand was tried partly beoause of its interest as a possible relative to a.3the motor transmitter, though tliia by itself would scarcely provide the Ji
5reason why it should have any effect on the motor axon menibrane, and ^
partly because a sensitive assay nrenaration was required for its #
,;lestimation and this was tried as one possible.
The applioation of all these substances did not ^  any way help to ^
elucidate the problem of the permeability of the sheath, for whereas a
positive result a change in the response of 1iie axon to the stimulus »
I
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might have told something, a negative result did not indicate either 
way whether the sheath had allowed the compounds in or not, 33ven the 
rise in threshold Tzith hîîP is not conclusive, though in view of the other 
work quoted it Is highly suggestive that the inhibitor is entering the 
sheath. An alternative explanation, however, ifhich is entirely acceptable 
in view of the ambiguity doscrxbed above over the meaning of ’ threshold ’, 
is that it is merely changing in some way the sheath cells. This could- 
mean that the resistance of the sheath is lowered, and hence the term 
* membrane resistance ’, which includes, of oourae, the sheath as well as 
the membrane proper, would he lowered, For this season, by the arguments 
given above, the threshold would appear to rise.
The application of potassium, although a special case in many senses, 
is not so ambiguous, for although the changes in membrane resistance 
measured can be explained in terms of changes in the sheath cells, the 
effect on the action potential can only be understood as an effeot of 
potassium on the axon membrane itself® As is described in the results 
section, there was a change in the type of response obtained with a 
given stimulus ; both the frequency and sise of the spikes of the repeti­
tive response changed with applied potassium. It is oleor, then, that 
the potassium is reaching the axon membrane and it is thus permissible 
to treat the changes in and R as, at least in part, true effects of 
the potassium on the axon membrane. Heedless to say, the manner in which 
measurements weyb made in these experiments does not distinguieh the 
component parts of the changes : a change ,in the resting potential of tho
'tm
sheath oella give the same ef;ge0t- as a dhange In M proper, 4
Villegas and Villegas (190) have shown the sheath oella to poeeees
resting potentiale of their ox# in the squid; the same xfoaÿs also men* 
tioned p however, that between cells in the sheath the potential
j:
'■t!■
yoften seen, by their penetration techniguo, to drop to zero relative to f
■the outside medium, which suggests that the region around the axon may 1
be in oontinuity with that by a low^resiatance pathway. ?
The effeot whioh potassium has on the membrane is of interest in |
that it fits in with the pattern generally seen. In this, as in other c'
preparations, the membrane potential,, whioh over a large raïige of :l
potassium oonoentrations behaves like a potassium electrode and follmm '^4
■Ithe predictions of Eernst^s equation, ceases to dp so ^t low external 
concentrations ^ those values which normally surround the fibre» Ourtis 1and Gole drew attention to this phenomenon in 1942 but had no explanation
for it" They also pointed out that the action potential was extremely ):y
sensitive to changes in E which had no effect they oould observe on the 
resting potential, Tho explanation given by Hod^in (1951), that the /
pormeability of the membrane to potassium Ions decreases from the near-
.|nerfect condition at the higher ooiioentrations, fits in with the 
observation made here O/S elsewhere that the membrane resistance changes
'by an amount smaller than that which would be expeoted if it obeyed a I'J■1simple relationship with E . ..a
■ • ' i ;¥h.en the time was measured for the potassium to ■ have its effect ?
the idea was to distinguish between the two possibilities a that the
I
"Î
potassium is reaching the axon through the active participation of th 
sheath cells whioh control the flow in and out of the extra-axoiml aÿ 
of water and ions, or that the passage to that site is dependent only 
upon simple diffusion considerations, If the former is the case, that 
access to the axon would not follow the simple diffusion curves which 
would apply if the latter were the truer picture. As the graph of the 
time for the effect to appear (latency) against concentration was oour 
struoted, it appeared at first as if there was a simple relationship 
between the logarithm of the external potassium concentration and the 
latency, for most of the points lay on a straight line. Gloser examini 
tion revealed, however, that the latency wheii a saline containing thrë» 
times the normal amount of potassium was applied was always more than 
if lower or higher values of E were considèred. This is true whether 
the latency is oonsidered as the time taken for the depolarization of 
the membrane to change half-way towards its new value, as in
fig" 23, or whether the time taken to reach the new value of E is cop* 
sidered (l^ ).
The meaning of this is obscure. Certainly the present work is 
unable to clear the matter up, but it would appear that it is necessaa 
to postulate two mechanisms which control the entry of potassium to the 
axon.
In the living creature, the blood concentration is liable to chahg 
by fairly large amounts as the crab is unable to regulate the ionic 
concentration of its blood when the surrounding medium varies, whioh
often doee hai>pen ae it livee in shallow mid hraoM.8h watere whose 8&H- 
nity may fall or rise considerably. It woiild he a great advantage to the 
animal, from the poiht of view of na/bnral seleotion, if it poseeeeed a 
meohaniem hy tdiioh changes in the blood ionic level were prevented from 
being reflected in the space aroimd the a%ons ~ changes wliich othervflee 
might render them ine%citable and non^'oonduoting* It wonld not be_ mar- 
prising therefore to find that access to the e%tra-a%onal epace d!^ pend$d 
on some biological factor and the sheath cells are admirably snited to 1
perform this function, for they snrronnd the fibre with an efficiency which:^
earned tho pia mater its name in vertebrates, Oiie only known gap betifeCh 
the cells, Horridge and Chapman (1964) have filled tfith cement, iThe peak value of and when eqnals 30 can only be 
explained by some active mechanism whioh depends on biological factors* 9Iand; as is clear from figs. 2;$ and 26, althon^ the fibre takes longer to 4 
reoover from 30 mM K than from 20 mM, the effect of this solution is 1°
less) it is as if tho sheath is preventing the 30 iiM solntion from
having its fall effect on the fibre. It should be noted, though, that <3I Ithe particular case illustrated in those figures was more pronounced than 
in most tried, but in two oases the effeot on 33 of 1^ mM K was greater
than a 20 mH solution.
$:This evidence, with the peak value of latenoy at three times exter-
nal potassium, points to the sheath playing an active role in the regur 
lation of the entry of potassium into the space around the exon# On the I
à
 V
other hand, the relationship between external potassium oohoentration 
and the depolarisation of the membrane at higher oonoentratlona strongly . I
suggests a purely passive entry of the ion. It oould be that the sheath :
is able to play a part in the regulation of the extra-axonal oonoentra** 4
tions when it is not presented with too great a task, but that when the 4"Ü.
normal oondltion is departed from by more than a little, the control 
mechanism breaks dowi. Such a state would be advantageous to the animal.
(to refer book to the argument on page 131) in \éi±ola the external 
environment, though ohangeable, does not vary by anything like the 
extremes tried in these experiments. But such an idea is not partiou- 
larly borne out by the present work; nor is it altogether satisfaotpry 
for, as has been noted before, with small ohanges in the external 
potassium level, the axon itself, by changes in its permeability to 
potassium, condensates for the change in conoentration gradient, and 
maintains the resting potential level,
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S U M M A R Y
1. Peripheral nerve from the crab walking leg was seen to take up
nicotinic acid (NA) to an extent ten times greater than the
surrounding tissues (p.57).
2- After a labelled dose of NA there was a gradient of radioactivity 
in the nerve trunk with the maximum peripherally (p.t-O).
5* Individual fibres from the trunk were seen to take the *NA up in 
equal amounts, irrespective of their function (p.k7).
If- No such gradient was seen in a length of nerve immersed in a bath 
containing *NA (p.Zf5).
5- A substance was extracted from the nerve after injection of the 
*NA which was radioactive (p.if9), and which was seen to have 
reactions of a small peptide (p.57)-
6. This substance was also seen to have an accelerating effect on
the crab hemrt, but had no detected effect on the contractions of 
the closer muscle in the leg (p.68).
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7» In the second part of the thesis, results show that there is no 
difference in the structure of the sheath around the different 
motor axons in the crab leg, as seen under the light microscope
(p.108).
8. When the potassium concentration around an isolated axon was 
changed to three times its normal value, the resulting drop in 
the membrane potential and resistance was slower and smaller 
than for any other concentration tried (p.113).
9* The effect of applying to single fibres dinitrophenol and other 
comoounds of pharmacological interest was studied; with the 
dinitrophenol the membrane resistance was seen to fall reversibly 
in the manner described for other preparations (p.120).
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